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Introduction
These design principles have been developed to provide school principals, infrastructure
advisors and other interested parties with a summary of the key design concepts and
elements of the FlexiSpace. For a more in-depth guide to the research and evidence base
that inform the design, as well as specific material selections and example architectural
plans, refer to the FlexiSpace infrastructure design principles developed by Hayball
Architects at Attachment 2.
Safe, supportive and inclusive schools with high-quality curriculum and pedagogy are
essential to helping young people succeed in life. Although most children and young people
fare well in Queensland schools, there are some who experience barriers to successful
participation. There are benefits to building more flexibility as part of mainstream school
systems, and fostering high-quality strategies that schools can undertake to build more
bespoke in-school responses to ensure every student is engaged and achieving.
The purpose of these design principles is to provide evidence-based guidance for the
development of high-quality and bespoke learning environments that facilitate inclusion,
engagement and academic outcomes for students who may be at risk of disengaging from
education. All work undertaken must also adhere to the Department of Education’s official
Design standards for DoE facilities which can be found at:
http://www.qed.qld.gov.au/publications/standards/design-standards-for-doe-facilities.
These design principles are based on research and evidence of the effective design of
learning environments for the engagement of students, particularly those who are
vulnerable and at risk of disengagement. The department commissioned Hayball architects
to undertake this research in 2018, and the findings of this research were tested through
the 2018 FlexiSpace pilot. Since that time, FlexiSpaces have been approved for expansion in
up to 52 schools by 2022, based on outcomes of an independent impact study which found
positive impact on students, including learning gain and reduced school disciplinary
absences. While high-quality and differentiated teaching and learning is at the heart of
student engagement and achievement, the impact study undertaken also found that the
physical learning environment contributed to these outcomes. In particular, the
environment facilitated flexible and differentiated pedagogy and curriculum delivery and
promoted students’ sense of value and connectedness to the school community.
FlexiSpace sites are selected and approved by the respective Regional Director and the
Deputy Director-General State Schools and meet strict guidelines with their careful
implementation overseen by central and regional offices. Schools not part of the FlexiSpace
program may use these design principles to enhance their inclusive design for all students,
particularly those who may be at risk of disengaging. However, these schools are not
FlexiSpace sites. Schools considering establishing a response similar to a FlexiSpace are
encouraged to review the department’s Establishing an alternative learning program
procedure for guidance on requirements and the process for establishing this type of
bespoke response.
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These design principles are intended to be used by school principals and their teams,
infrastructure advisors and project managers to assist in the planning and design of the
physical learning environment of the FlexiSpace. They also provide an evidence base that
other schools, or new departmental school infrastructure projects, can draw on to ensure
high-quality and inclusive design to support student engagement and achievement.

What is a FlexiSpace?
FlexiSpaces are designed to support schools to provide a differentiated learning
environment for secondary students who are experiencing challenges. Some distinguishing
features of a FlexiSpace include:
• a high-quality built environment designed to facilitate flexible learning opportunities
• strong engagement with parents as important partners
• high-quality and targeted teaching focused on reconnecting students and improving
their outcomes
• multi-disciplinary approaches in collaboration with other agencies such as Child
Safety, Youth Justice and Communities (where required)
• a physical space for other agencies to work together and separately to meet the
needs of vulnerable and at-risk students
• strengthened school capability in creating inclusive and flexible learning
environments that cater to the needs of all their students.
FlexiSpaces avoid the disruption that occurs for a student when they are moved from a
mainstream school setting to another school or external alternative setting and are one of a
range of strategies that are used by a school to respond to students who are disengaged or
at risk of disengaging.

Learning spaces to re-engage
A FlexiSpace is a tailored learning setting embedded within a mainstream school that
enables students to better engage with their learning. These settings are designed through
consultation with the students, broader school community and local cultural groups,
including Indigenous communities.
FlexiSpaces are a refurbishment of an existing space within the ‘mainstream’ school campus,
undertaken in line with these design principles. Approval from Infrastructure Services
Branch (ISB) is required for the use of existing school assets for their repurposing as a
FlexiSpace, ensuring that the creation of a FlexiSpace does not impede the school’s capacity
to meet current and projected enrolment numbers.
The learning spaces are to provide new learning facilities to respond to the school’s locally
developed FlexiSpace model. Subject to the school’s model of delivery, this may include
catering for 10–30 students who are showing signs of disengagement. These spaces are to
provide a range of learning and teaching choices through their interior/exterior
arrangements, planning and furniture selections to support student learning outcomes.

Physical location
The principles of inclusion underpin the establishment and delivery of FlexiSpaces.
Fundamental to the space is its physical location within the school grounds. Where possible,
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placement is to be located centrally within the school to ensure students maintain access to
the whole school and to avoid potential negative associations with traditionally stigmatised
learning settings. In the design of the FlexiSpace, schools are encouraged to avoid
attributing associations to the FlexiSpace before its implementation. The intent of the
FlexiSpace is that it be viewed by the broader school community as an integral area within
the school and not as separate or distinct from the ‘main’ campus.

Design principles
Multi-modal classroom planning
There is a range of challenges associated with building environments that can cater to
diverse learning needs and particular lessons or activities. It is critical to develop classrooms
that enable staff choice of activity within an environment that is safe, supportive and
holistic in its learning approach. These environments should provide flexible learning
opportunities through multi-modal learning. These spaces can later be utilised in a range of
ways, depending on what a school needs.
Lippman (2016) notes that learning settings must be planned with the following activity
settings:
• areas with defined tools and resources that indicate what actions are
intended to occur within them
• areas that support the rotations of space and the diverse ways that teaching
and learning occurs
• areas that encourage learners to shape and re-shape their space(s) to afford
them safe and secure places to learn.
To meet these requirements, the central space of the classroom should be made available
to all users, enabling easy access and movement between the spaces. Alternative furniture
settings may be used to create independent and small-group working spaces, and may be
strategically placed around the perimeter of the room to support this.

Quality of space
The physical environment of a FlexiSpace must provide an environment that encourages the
sense of safety, shelter and belonging to enable the higher order functions of learning to
occur. It is imperative that the space provides a physical setting with a high-quality
aesthetic, promoting the neurological, psychological and social responses which enhance
the user’s learning outcomes.
The 2018 FlexiSpace trial demonstrated that a high-quality design fosters students’ feelings
of belonging, pride and respect for their learning environment, and promotes teachers and
students setting high expectations for their achievement and engagement in response to
their surrounds.

Building requirements
In practical terms, to support the deep learning and engagement of students, the physical
built environment should provide a selection of choice and learner preference. Osborne
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states: ‘Practically this is often seen in the choice and arrangement of furniture that can be
collaborative, or individual; rooms that have good acoustic separation to support quiet or
noisy activities, or the use of elements such as sliding glass doors that can be used to create
more enclosed or more open spaces’ (Osborne 2016).
Design of the space is also to consider how it will achieve:
•
•
•

visual connection to all learning areas
targeted and specialist learning areas
connections to external environment and nature.

All design elements fall within three categories:
•
•
•

essential (must be part of every FlexiSpace)
desirable (included where possible and resources allow)
tailored (included on a case-by-case basis, depending on the focus cohort,
needs and existing features of the space being used).

Design element
Essential

Desirable

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tailored

•
•
•
•

integrated entry within the school campus
collaborative learning / multipurpose space
covered outdoor learning area
communal lounge / kitchen facilities
independent study / computer desks
general learning / instructional learning space
low-sensory learning areas.
landscaped entry (site specific)
communal lounge / gathering space
pitch zone / presentation space
multi-disciplinary space (interview rooms / meeting
rooms)
core resources: IT equipment, electrical store
amenities / including for people with disability (PWD)
(existing facilities may be appropriate if located
nearby).
staff room
shower facilities
laundry
rapid evacuation (dual exit points).

Materials
The physical elements of a space affect behaviour and attention. Decisions about the
physical space can have an impact upon whether the space has a calming or energising
impact on the people within it. The key elements of physical design include space, colour,
texture, lighting and sound.
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Wall colour is one of the largest physical components in a classroom and research has found
that it stimulates students’ cognitive responses as well as affecting behaviour. Research has
found that cool wall colours (including for example purple, green, blue, yellow) positively
affect the attention of students, while other bolder colours, in particular the colour red,
affected students’ attention negatively (Duyan and Unver 2016).
There is no one-size-fits-all approach to colour selection for the FlexiSpace; however,
considering the effects of colour on emotion and relating that to the purpose of the learning
space can help guide colour selections. This can be applied not only to colour selection for
walls and flooring, but also to furniture selection. The use of colour can also help to define
the purpose of an area of the learning environment, including for collaboration,
independent quiet study or relaxation.
In addition to considering the research and impact of colour in the FlexiSpace, all finishes
and materials selections are to comply with current Australian Standards, building code and
legislative standard. Where divergences from the department’s design standards are
proposed, formal approval is to be sourced from ISB prior to commencement of
construction works.
Examples of materials and finish selections are provided in Attachment 2 Hayball FlexiSpace
infrastructure design principles. These examples are to be applied as a guide and are
intended to be considered in relation to each school’s FlexiSpace model, student need and
community context.

Furniture
Furniture choices should be ergonomic, mobile and simple in design. Refer to Attachment 2
Hayball FlexiSpace infrastructure design principles for suggested furniture options.

Physical environment
A FlexiSpace should easily facilitate multiple layout changes to the learning areas. Internal
spatial planning of furniture and fixtures within the classroom should allow flexibility,
ensuring the space can ‘create environments that enable learners to acquire knowledge and
master skills’ (Lippman, P 2016).
The central space of the classroom should be made available to all users, enabling easy
access and free movement. Alternative furniture settings may be used to create
independent and small group working spaces. Furniture may be strategically placed along
the perimeter of the room to support movement through the space as well as flexible
creation of working spaces.
An amphitheatre (pitch zone) with tiered seating can be used to enable learning and
transfer of knowledge through an environmental setting that supports both autonomous
learning, group learning and more formal direct learning processes.
Small independent group learning settings can be located within corners of the classrooms
to maximise all usable space. These corner settings can enable groups of four to six learners
to be working within a designated area, while feeling safe and secure within their work
environment.
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Landscape
Research has found that access to nature may promote learning by improving learners’
attention, levels of stress, self-discipline, interest and enjoyment in learning, and physical
activity and fitness. Nature also appears to provide a calmer, quieter, safer context for
learning; and a warmer, more cooperative context for learning (Kuo, Barnes and Jordan
2019).
The research is also clear that in school settings, incorporating nature in instruction
improves academic achievement over traditional instruction. Not only do experiences of
nature enhance academic learning, but they seem to foster personal development — the
acquisition of intrapersonal and interpersonal assets such as perseverance, critical thinking,
leadership, and communication skills (Kuo, Barnes and Jordan 2019).
Greener everyday settings may also boost positive coping (Kuo 2001) and buffer children
from the impacts of stressful life events (Wells and Evans 2003).
When designing FlexiSpaces, prioritise inclusion of the natural environment to support
student learning and engagement. Please refer to Attachment 2 Hayball FlexiSpace
infrastructure design principles for examples of landscaping and area plans, as well as plant
species to incorporate nature within the learning environment.

Surveillance
Surveillance within the learning environment, whether it be through passive surveillance or
filmed CCTV footage, is not appropriate for inclusion in the FlexiSpace. The principles of the
FlexiSpace learning environments are to promote supportive learning environments that
enable students to feel empowered and trusted. Research suggests that the use of
surveillance methods could have potentially negative effects on student learning,
engagement and trust. Associate Professor at the University of Adelaide, Andrew Hope,
notes that ‘excessive use of surveillance devices can threaten the values of a progressive
education, undermine trust, stigmatise individuals and limit the potential for student
engagement’ (Reid 2015).
Further to the concerns of student engagement, the privacy of individual students and staff
may be compromised when security CCTV filming and footage within learning environments
is recorded and retained.
A focus on the quality of relationships and creating a climate that is conducive to student
engagement and education is imperative, without enforcing authoritarian measures which
may reduce the students’ sense of wellbeing, trust and personal responsibility.
Based on this evidence and research, physical surveillance measures must not be included
in any FlexiSpace, either a new build or refurbishment. Where there are security and safety
issues, other responses and mitigating strategies should be considered by the school, for
example, additional supervision.
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Building services
In addition to these guidelines, there are building services elements which are also
important to consider in the design of a FlexiSpace.
Air quality
High indoor air quality is critical for occupant cognitive processes. When designing a new or
refurbished FlexiSpace, the following considerations should be given to ensure the space
offers high air quality:
•

•
•

•
•

Materials that have low organic volatile compounds, reducing the extent of
hazardous materials and toxins being released into the environment, should be
selected.
Opportunities for increased natural ventilation should be maximised, with cross
ventilation and airflow to be promoted.
Opportunities for mixed mode ventilation should be considered so that days with
temperate weather can enable the opening of the room to the external
environment.
Minimum openable area for windows should be 10 per cent of floor area with
positioning that allows natural ventilation.
Where mechanical ventilation is provided, the HVAC system should be capable of
fresh air induction, CO2 monitoring and control interface.

Noise pollution
When building a FlexiSpace, external environmental noise should be reduced where
possible. Compliance with acoustic performance requirements in the department’s design
standards should be maintained.
Thermal comfort
The ideal conditions of temperature and humidity should be maintained at moderate levels.
Where temperature levels are seen to increase, increased airflow and movement can
significantly enhance the occupant’s thermal comfort. Heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems and opportunities for natural ventilation should be regulated
and controlled to provide optimum internal temperatures. Wall, ceiling insulation and sunshadowing devices can also be used to reduce detrimental effects of extreme weather
conditions.
Light
Human-centric lighting within learning areas should be provided, where the lighting
emulates the intensity and colour temperature of natural sunlight, using artificial lighting.
Lighting control systems should be considered with tuneable white capability. Compatible
luminaires that meet or exceed departmental Light Emitting Diode (LED) lighting guidelines
should be provided.
Refer to Attachment 2 Hayball FlexiSpace infrastructure design principles for more
information about the building services above.
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Budget considerations
When planning the FlexiSpace design, careful consideration of the scope and available
budget should be undertaken to ensure that all elements of these design principles can be
met while achieving a first-class design outcome. Schools selected to implement a
FlexiSpace are allocated capital funding, managed by ISB, and one-off establishment funding
transferred via the School Appropriation and Payment Application (SAPA).
The designated FlexiSpace budget for each school is fixed, and where the scope of works
requested by the school exceeds the budget, schools may consider whether they have
capacity to contribute financially to the refurbishment budget where they wish to maximise
the space that is refurbished. High-quality design and aesthetics are intrinsic to the
objectives of the FlexiSpace initiative.
Any items that are re-purposed for use in the FlexiSpace must be of a high standard and fit
for purpose. Should the desired design not be achievable within the available budget,
careful consideration of items to be removed from the design plans and fit-out should be
undertaken to ensure these FlexiSpace design principles are not compromised.
It is important to note the intent of the refurbishment is to focus on the FlexiSpace learning
environment itself (indoor and outdoor) and not for other areas requiring refurbishment
within the school. The budget allotted to schools must not be utilised to spread across
multiple infrastructure enhancement projects which might compromise the quality of the
FlexiSpace.
The FlexiSpace delivery is to be of the highest quality and meet all departmental design
standards. The finish and aesthetic of the FlexiSpace sends a very clear message to students
about their value and acceptance within the school. It is imperative that the design and
finishing do not undermine the objectives of the model. Regional ISB representatives must
be consulted before any work is undertaken and will provide advice on requirements that
must be met, including procurement and engagement of a project manager.

Working examples
There are currently 17 working FlexiSpace models across Queensland. You can view the
implementation and practice of the first two FlexiSpaces on the FlexiSpace YouTube
channel. Episode three highlights the refurbishment process and design considerations.
Further examples of FlexiSpace designs are available on the department’s FlexiSpace
EdStudio, available here.
Refer to Attachment 2 Hayball FlexiSpace infrastructure design principles for the proposed
design details of the case studies noted above.

Contacts
The FlexiSpace initiative is managed by the Youth Engagement Team, State Schools –
Operations. For information on the program, you can contact the Youth Engagement Team
at youth.engagement@qed.qld.gov.au or phone (07) 3513 5391.
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The refurbishments are managed in each region by infrastructure advisors. A full list of
contacts is available on OnePortal.
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FlexiSpace design principles checklist
The below checklist is to assist the Project Manager, contracted builder, school, Infrastructure Services Branch and
regional and central offices in their assessment that the planned FlexiSpace refurbishment or build will achieve all of
the FlexiSpace requirements and provide a high-quality bespoke learning environment for vulnerable young
students.
Design element

Yes

Learning space
Are the minimum design requirements accommodated within the design?
• Integrated entry within the school campus to the FlexiSpace facility
• Communal lounge / kitchen facilities
• Hygiene facilities (existing facilities may be appropriate if located nearby)
• Low-sensory areas / chill out zones / outdoor learning
• General learning area with collaborative learning environments
• Multidisciplinary space (interview rooms / meeting rooms)
• Core resources (for example, IT equipment, electrical store)
• Rapid evacuation (dual exit points)
• Safe and supervised play with visual connections across spaces, with possible use of shared
facilities across the school campus
• Flexibility / fluidity
Where these elements are not included, is there an approved rationale for their omission? For
example, a facility available in close proximity to FlexiSpace, such as toilets.
Physical environment
Does the planned design facilitate multiple layout changes to the learning areas and flexibility in the
use of the space?
Quality and materials
Are the finishes and proposed fit-out aesthetics high quality and in line with the suggested materials
in the Design Principles?
Where existing building elements or furniture items are to be re-purposed for use in the FlexiSpace,
are these high quality and fit-for-purpose?
Landscape
Does the design allow for students to move to external landscaped areas, or where this is not possible
(for example, a facility on a second storey) do students have sight to natural environments?
Location
Is the location of the FlexiSpace within the school footprint conducive to achieving the objectives of
inclusion?
Surveillance
Does the design meet with the requirement that there are no surveillance mechanisms included in
the refurbishment?
Departmental design standards and associated building codes
Does the proposed design adhere to all required design standards and relevant Building Codes?
Building services
Does the design conform with the air quality, noise pollution, thermal comfort and lighting
requirements outlined in the design principles?
Reporting
Has the design and works been carried out in consultation with:
Infrastructure Services Branch
Youth Engagement, State Schools - Operations
Other relevant stakeholders
Budget considerations
Are the proposed works able to be undertaken within the approved FlexiSpace budget? Where this is
not possible, have other options been considered, including reduced scope?
Does any reduction in scope compromise the aesthetic of the space?
If the scope of works are reduced, are all core elements of the FlexiSpace met?
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00 Introduction
00-01 Background and Purpose

As we create new, and refurbish
existing learning spaces, they should
be done in such a way as to enable
staff to choose the environment
that best suits the learning needs
of a particular lesson or activity,
enabling maximised student
engagement, promoting life-long
learning for all participants.

Engaging Students

What is a FlexiSpace?

Students at risk of disengaging from Education.

Flexi Space Learning Environment

Safe, supportive and inclusive schools with high-quality
curriculum and pedagogy are essential to helping young
people succeed in life. Most children and young people
fare well in Queensland Schools. However, some children
and young people experience barriers to successful
participation. The Department of Education is
implementing a range of innovative approaches across
the State to re-engage young people in Education.
Students who are vulnerable and at risk of leaving the
Qld Education system are “disproportionately drawn
from Indigenous backgrounds, low SES backgrounds and
regional remote areas” (CoAG Reform Council, 2013:
Lamb, Dwyer and Wynm 2000:)

Flexi Space facility is a tailored learning setting within a
mainstream school that enables students to re-engage
with their learning through the use of alternative learning
settings. These learning settings are designed through
the collaborative engagement of the students, local
community and indigenous groups. The final design is
considered the best response to the needs of the school
and their nominated student cohort. These spaces
may be refurbished within existing learning settings,
or may even be the new build of a learning space
that is in accordance with these design guidelines.

The purpose of these Design Principles, is to enable the
School to provide future learning facilities that enable
students who may be at risk of becoming disengaged to
learn within a tailored facility that enables Flexibility and
choice of learning styles to suit their needs. As noted by
Te Riele, 2009 et al: “Alternative settings are first and
foremost educational providers and therefore need to
focus on academic outcomes, while also meeting the
additional needs of students”.
Innovative Approach
The Department of Education has outlined a number of
approaches which are to support the life-long learning of
all students. These key initiatives are as follows:
—— Commitment to quality inclusive practices
—— Shared vision and moral purpose
—— Passing the baton - supported transitions
—— Getting the real stories beneath the evidence
—— High Quality Vocational Education and training
—— Multi-disciplinary case management
—— Partnerships and collaboration

These FlexiSpace Design Principles have been developed
in consideration of the Queensland Department of
Education Design Guidelines Standards and guidelines,
Australian Standards and the National Construction
Code. Compliance against these requirements for
design and construction works is imperative.
Objectives Outline
The intention for the Design Principles is to provide a
framework in which School Principals/ Executives and
Designers can use as a guide to help inform the
development of Learning Spaces that are specifically
tailored for students who are considered at risk of
becoming disengaged with their learning.
These facilities are to cater for students as an everyday
part of what they do. The learning spaces are to provide
new learning facilities for 10 - 30 students who are
showing signs of disengagement. These spaces are to
provide a range of learning and teaching choices through
their interior / exterior arrangements, planning and
furniture selections to support their learning outcomes.
Design Guidelines will outline three categories in which
the facility provisions will be provided
—— Essential (must be part of every FlexiSpace build /
refurbishment)
—— Desirable (Included where possible and resources
allow)
—— Tailored (included on a case-by-case basis,
depending on the focus cohort and needs).
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00-02 How should these spaces respond?

Camberwell High School Innovation Centre

Students at Risk of becoming Dis-engaged

Learning Spaces to Re-engage

How can we identify students who may need additional
support?
The Department of Education and Training is committed
to enabling all students who are at risk of becoming
disengaged, or may already be disengaged from their
education to be re-engaged with their schools and
learning communities.

Flexible Learning Spaces

Disengagement is considered by Appleton, Christenson
and Furlong 2008, to be a ‘state of being influenced by
contextual factors that impact the capacity of the
mainstream schooling system”. These factors may be
exposure to drug or mental health issues, poverty,
domestic violence, bullying, harassment, or trauma, or
simply a lack of access to transport. While many
students experience these barriers, it is important to note
that there is a wide variety of young people who
experience disengagement, and there is not a one-sizefits-all description of the barriers faced by young people.
It is also important to note that a large proportion of
disadvantaged students who display characteristics of
being dis-engaged from their learning, may come from
Torres Strait Islander or Indigenous heritage. The
engagement of all students through connection of their
cultural values and beliefs is imperative, whether they be
of indigenous, Torres Strait Islander or alternative
heritage and cultural backgrounds.
Students who may be considered ‘at risk’ of becoming
disengaged’ may include a number of the following
characteristics:
— Diminishing academic effort or not submitting
assessment
—

History of poor attendance, or decreased attendance

— Behaviour resulting in high numbers of
suspensions, exclusions or cancellations of enrolment
— Increasing attention seeking or
non-compliance
— Reports of distress, requests for assistance,
withdrawal
Informal Learning and Social Settings within the broader campus circulation

Flexi Space
Design Principles

Design Principles
Feb 2019
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The difficulty of providing built environments that enable
fixed classroom sizes to provide a diverse selection of
learning needs or particular lesson or activities is
understood. The opportunities for classrooms to enable
staff choice of activity within an environment that is safe,
supportive and holistic in it’s learning approach is critical.
These environments should provide Flexible learning
opportunities through multi-modal learning.
Osborne, M (2016) notes the importance of multi-modal
learning choices, “environments that support a variety of
these learning modalities afford educators the
opportunity to be more inclusive in their practice”.
The cohort sizes should remain relatively small to support
the strong student - teacher relationships. Life skills may
be provided to students using these facilities, enabling
clear transitions to future learning and employment
choices and independence.
Linkages with local community groups, health and other
welfare professionals is also key. The integration of these
alternative support services is evidenced in showing
enhanced engagement and learning outcomes of their
students. Johns and Parker (2017) noted an importance
between social connectedness as a prerequisite to
learning. “There should be a focus on well-being,
engagement and achievement”.
Further to these key initiatives within the Flexible Learning
Space, a focus on cultural heritage of the local
community within the Design of the facility itself is
important. Michael Mossman of UNSW notes the
importance of the collaborative engagement with
Indigenous community groups. Connection between the
cultural heritage of the student cohort and their learning
environment is important, where a truly responsive and
reflective learning space of key cultural and heritage
values will enable the student to feel a sense of
belonging.
Mossman notes that the participation of ‘doing’ is what is
most important’ rather than providing a built form that
has Indigenous imagery in built form. As such the Design
Principles provide a guide to ensure collaborative
engagement with community groups is undertaken as
part of the key initial design process.

Hayball
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01

Vision and Values

01-01 “Inside Out” Design

The core values and beliefs of the school and how
these are engendered and reflected through the
culture, pedagogical initiatives and built environment
of the school are considered the fundamental
building blocks in which successful education
and engagement of students is achieved.
Values and Beliefs
How can we identify them?
Each school investigated and interviewed noted strong positive cultural values around respect,
responsibility and community values.
Dr Julia Atkin noted in her paper “From values and beliefs about Learning to Principles and
Practice”, she outlined the successful identification and clarification of the values and beliefs of
the community which should be “at the heart of the process”.
The proposed process to initiate the Design of the FlexiSpace facilities is to establish the
following:

Why?
Explicit mission statement
What?
Derived from values and beliefs

—— Creating a shared vision for the FlexiSpace
—— Identify the values and beliefs (school and cohort)
—— Clarify the values and beliefs through engagement with students, teachers and community
groups

How?
Living expression of your values

—— Examine practices for alignment with values and beliefs
—— Identify the key Design principles and practices of the FlexiSpace guidelines that are in
keeping with the values and beliefs.

“Values and Vision Driven Development - Dr Julia Atkin”

The interrogation of values and beliefs, along with connection to place and people, past, present
and the future underpins the Design Process.
The final built form is to support the school and cohort values and beliefs. It is to deliver
culturally diverse experiences within a mixed mode learning environment. These cultural aspects
are experienced either physically or visually and are to be responsive to the needs and wants
that are formed and highlighted through the initial collaborative engagement processes.
The consideration of cultural and heritage relevance is also imperative within the design
process. The implementation of collaboration with indigenous elder groups and other cultural
community groups, can help provide successful environments that deeply resonate with the rich
narratives of the local history and culture.
Dr Julia Atkin with Lisa Horton and Richard Leonard
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learningg settings
g

... possible learning settings for various modes and group sizes. These multi-modal learning settings should be collocated and clustered to
allow
ow students to move around the various learning
learn environments to suit the particular learningg task

colloboration
incubator

group
learning

presentation
space

[source: Dr Kenn Fisher]

teacher
meeting
space

Physical Environs

Evidence Based Research

Flexi Space Learning Spaces

The evidence based research around Learning supports
the concept of mixed mode learning modalities.

To support the deep learning and engagement of
students, the physical built environment should provide a
selection of choice and learner preference for activities
that support this.

Dr David Rock highlighted the methods to make learning
‘stick’ under the ‘AGES’ model. Rock noted that the 4
main drivers that embed new learning and enable the
memory systems in the brain during encoding. These
being:

resources,
supply + store
individual pod
[place to think]

student
home base

specialised
focus
lab

Why Mixed Mode?

—— Attention - by the student on the new material
—— Generation - learners must generate their own
connection to knowledge
—— Emotion - moderate levels of emotion

project
space +
wet areas

outdoor
learning

display
space

—— Spacing - coming back to the information regularly.

breakout
space

2.03

These four methods or learning and encoding lead to the
use of built environments that enable the learning to
occur using these functions.
Attention learning generally supports the traditional
didatic mode of learning, where new material is delivered
in a focussed way.

“Pedagogy of Space” - Dr Ken Fisher

Generation learning is supported through the user being
able to engage with “peer learning, group work story
telling”. Rock notes that “connecting to learned
information with the self and others is one way to
recreate a rich network of associations that enhance
activity in brain areas involved in memory”
Emotion learning is supported when positivity is
promoted. “The hippocampus part of the brain
reactivates neural circuits until memory is embedded. Too
much emotional arousal can trigger a meltdown of sorts
indirectly reducing the performance of the hippocampus,
and therefore interfering with memory”.
Spatial Learning occurs when a student has sustained
attention for a period, and is then allowed downtime to
mentally refresh or introduce something novel or
unexpected such as change for learners to focus inward,
be active, ask questions, change learning format, discuss
and so on.

Osborne, M (2016) “Practically this is often seen in the
choice and arrangement of furniture that can be
collaborative, or individual; rooms that have good
acoustic separation to support quiet or noisy activities, or
the use of elements such as sliding glass doors that can
be used to create more enclosed or more open spaces”.
Osborne also notes the importance of the built
environment contributing to the sense of belonging for
learners (or at least removing the sense of alienation).
Good building design supports passive supervision of
learners, but it also ensures that learners have adequate
spaces to ensure they don’t feel cramped or threatened.
We should avoid the mistake of imposing one mode of
learning (traditional classroom in individual rows) with
another single mode of learning (such as open plan).
Multi-modal learning maximises corridor and outdoor
space.
Minimum Design areas are to include the following:
—— Integrated entry within the School campus to the
FlexiSpace facility.
—— Communal lounge / Kitchen facilities
—— Hygiene facilities (existing may suit if located nearby)
—— Low-sensory areas / Chill out zones / Outdoor
Learning
—— General Learning Area with Collaborative learning
environments
—— Multidisciplinary Space (Interview rooms / Meeting
rooms)
—— Core resources - IT equipment, electrical store
—— Rapid evacuation (dual exit points)
—— Safe and supervised play with visual connections
across spaces, with possible use of shared facilities
across the school campus.
—— Flexibility / Fluidity

Brighton Secondary College Collaborative Learning Common Group Work and Presentation
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Further examples of multi-modal designs;
pack 2
Physical Environs continued
Classroom and Furniture Planning
Internal spatial planning of furniture and fixtures within
the classroom should enable flexible, mobile
environments that enable the space to “create
environments that enable learners to acquire knowledge
and master skills’ (Lippman, P 2016). Lippman notes the
risk of in-built cabinetry and joinery in the classrooms,
may reduce the usable floor area, resulting in increased
stress by the user. Opportunities for occupants to move
throughout the room can be limited where overcrowding
of furniture and joinery are present, reducing the
benefits of the ‘spaces-in-between’ These in-between
spaces enable the users to ‘become peripherally
engaged with others”, where easy movement between
the furniture enables enhanced opportunities for shared
work areas (Mathews & Lippman, 2015).
Both Lippman and Osborne note the concerns with
cluttered or confined spaces in classrooms. Lippman
notes a ‘sense of crowding reinforces anxieties,
constrains the choreography of the space, and limits
opportunities for learners to move, engage and share
with one another” (Lippman,C 2016).
The traditional Direct Learning arrangements of
classrooms is considered a commonly used teaching
style. This arrangement locates the teacher at the front
of the classroom facing the organised row of desks,
enabling the ‘direct giving’ of information. This
arrangement is often dictated by the locality of the
white-board, projector and teachers desk.
Dr David Rock has outlined the alternative forms of
learning through a neurological basis under the AGES
model (Attention, Generation, Emotion, Spatial). Rock
notes that ‘Attention Learning is often via direct
instruction. The traditional furniture arrangements of the
teacher placed to the front of the classroom and
delivering information is applicable under this form of
information delivery.
Lippman notes with this traditional format and style of
classroom orientation, the hierarchical structure of how
learning occurs is reinforced. Lippman proposes this
format can ‘alienate the learner from others, as well as
being fully engaged with acquiring knowledge’
(Lippman, P 2016).

Flexi Space
Design Principles

It is therefore prudent to provide furniture selections that
enable the flexible arrangement of furniture within the
classroom that can easily be located to support both
direct learning (to support the Attention style learning
format) and more collaborative smaller group style
learning functionalities, as outlined under Rock’s AGES
model of Generation, Emotion and Spatial Learning.
Lippman (2016) notes that learning settings must be
planned with the folllowing activity settings:
—— Areas with defined tools and resources that indicate
what actions are intended to occur within them
—— Support the rotations of space and the diverse ways
that teaching and learning occurs
—— Encourage learners to shape and re-shape their
space(s) to afford them safe and secure places to
learn.
The classroom may be considered the ‘heart’ of the
teaching space, where the ‘furnishings are tools that are
arranged to active this heart’ (Lippman, 2016).

‘tables & chairs, are you kidding me?’ – a Ruckus space

Sebel Furniture Multi-modal Design options using flexible Furniture arrangements

The central space of the classroom should be made
available to all users, enabling easy access and
movement between the spaces. Alternative furniture
settings may be used to create independent and small
group working spaces, and may be strategically placed
along the perimeter edges of the walls to support this.

Learning Modes in Action
Ruckus supports the subtle
transitions between discussion &
collaboration, explicit & guided
learning modes

An amphitheatre (pitch zone) with tiered seating can be
used to enable learning and transfer of knowledge
through an environmental setting that supports both
autonomous learning, group learning and more formal
direct learning processes.

This forum style setting
enables the facilitator to be
closer to the students.

mode, sightlines are optimal.
There is ‘no bad seat in the

Small independent group learning settings can be
located within the nooks and crannies or corners of the
classrooms. These corner settings can enable group of
four to six learners to be working within a designated
area, whilst feeling safe and secure within their work
environment.

Design Principles
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Quality of Space
Physical and Social Environmental Factors
Environmental Psychology suggest there is a strong
correlation between the physical space and the mediation
of social transactions. “This is believed to occur by way
of a variety of of direct and indirect impacts on specific
aspects of growth and development as well as contributing
to molding the sense of self” (Mathews, Lippman 2016).
This direct connection between the environment
and the subsequent social and mental wellbeing
in learning environments has been researched by
Barrett, Zuhang, Moffat and Kobbacy (2013).
The work of Barret et.al notes the elements of complexity,
availability of choice, colour, naturalness and lighting
appeared to have the strongest and “most significant
components” to affect academic performance.
It is noted that “Many basic aspects of the structural
setting of a school can alter students cognitive processes”
(Arndt,P 2012). Lippman and Matthews note the
environmental characteristics of light, spatial planning,
acoustic performance, quality of materials etc,.. can have
a direct “impact on other cognitive and social processes
essential for learning” (Matthew, Lippman 2016).
It is fair to note that the quality of the internal Learning
environment with regards to finishes, quality of lighting,
and spatial planning can positively influence the
learning outcomes of the occupants. This is further
supported by the WHO which defines environmental
health as “comprising those aspects of human health
including the qualities of life that are determined by
chemical, physical, biological, social and psychosocial
factors in the environment’ (Philip,R 1999).
The World Health Organisations ‘Health for All’
programme outlines “The need to provide environmental
opportunities in them for improved aesthetic
experiences” (Giroult, 1988; Velimirovic, 1988, Diomidis,
1990). The definition of aesthetic is considered to
provide a “presence or possession of qualities that
are pleasing to the senses” (Philipp et al, 1999).

the “feeling of deep, complete correspondence between
inner state and outer landscape.” (Porteous, 1996).
Neuroscientific studies have determined that sensory
stimuli experienced through the physical environment
can release various natural opiates, including the
release of seratonin, endorphins and enkephalins
within localised areas of the brain (Denton, 1993).
Maslow’s hierarchy notes the requirements for an individuals
basic physiological needs of food, water, warmth and
shelter, which further extends through to the ultimate higher
needs of self actualisation and self fulfillment. In order
to attain self actualisation, Maslow outlines the physical
and psychological needs that one must possess in order
to progress to the higher levels of self fulfillment. In this
regard whilst the lower social and psychological needs are
not met, the extension of self to high levels are unattainable.
With this in mind, the physical environment of the
FlexiSpace must provide a built environment that
encourages the sense of safety, shelter, and belonging
to enable the higher order functions of learning to
occur. To further support this, the space should provide
a physical setting with a quality aesthetic that further
promotes the neurological, psychological and social
responses which enhance the users learning outcomes.
The ability to provide a calm, welcoming and safe
environment is essential to promote the learning
with students who may be at risk of becoming disengaged with their education. The ability to calm ‘over
-aroused’ students has been noted by both leading
educators and Academic advisors/ researchers.
“It seems that rhythm and patterns of the blending of
shapes, lines, size, colour, texture, light, space and sound in
components of the landscape and built environment can
give a sense of harmony, balance and proportion, and a
hypnotic fusion and flow of form that help to give many
people a feeling of peace and inner tranquility” (Snyder,
1930: Storr,1991; Critchlow and Allenm 1994, Phillip 1996).

Throughout the engagement processes for the
development of these Design Guidelines, Educators
have noted Maslow’s hierarchy as an influencer in the
development and planning of their learning environments.
Maslow has described ‘peak experience’ of a user as
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security, safety
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it came to establishing so
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Maslow later transiti
Maslow’s hierarchy pyramid
over to human behavior
to establish physiologic
child, but found his sense of self by reading books. He safety needs, safety needs over belongingness
began his college journey by attending City College of New
ingness needs over esteem needs, and estee
York, and later transferred to Cornell University, before
needs, in turn, form the first four componen
going back to City College of New York. After realizing a
mid, and are addressed as deficit needs. Selfkeen interest in psychology, he moved to Wisconsin, where
the fifth component, addresses the need of
he studied at the University of Wisconsin. Throughout defines one’s own place in the universe.
the 1930s, Maslow earned his BA, MA and PhD.1 Later,
When an individual does not have enough
he returned to New York, where he not only taught full he or she has a deficit, ultimately creating wh
time at Brooklyn College, but he also became interested in termed “deficit needs.”1 When individuals e
human sexuality.
for example, the need for water and food is
Maslow served as chair of the Department of Psy- is no longer a motivating factor to obtain w
chology at Brandeis from 1951-61. 1 While there, he met
and the deficit need has temporarily been sa
a well-established researcher named Kurt Goldstein, who needs comprise or make up the four lower c
developed the idea of “self-actualization.” This concept
Maslow’s hierarchy pyramid.
fascinated Maslow, and it was through this notion that he
On the other hand, Maslow also mentio
pursued the idea of humanistic psychology, which he ulti“being needs.” Being needs have nothing to d
mately valued more than his own research. Maslow died
needs. Being needs are internal, and are at t
1
on June 8, 1970.
Maslow’s hierarchy pyramid, which ties into
tion.2 An example here might be drawing one
creating the hierarchy of needs
sions of where and who he or she is spiritually
Caulfield Grammar
Abraham Maslow is well known for the creation of the
concept is addressed as self-actualization.
hierarchy of needs. The way he came up with this idea
The following sections of this article will
was by studying and observing monkeys. During observalevel of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs in mo
tion, he noticed that they displayed a very unusual pattern effort to see how they apply to individuals,
Hayball C
of behavior that addressed priorities based on individual can define who and where an individual is in
needs. If, for example, the monkeys had a choice between
FIGURE 1: MASLOW’S HIERARCHY PYRAMID
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Security and Surveillance
Social and Psychological considerations
Surveillance within the learning environment whether it
be through passive surveillance or formal filmed CCTV
footage is an area that requires careful consideration
prior to implementation. The aim of the Flexispace is
to provide a nurturing, safe environment that supports
learning and enables students to have an environment that
supports and respects them. It is generally considered
that although formal surveillance may reduce the risk
of vandalism and reactive behaviours of individuals, it
generally is seen to result in what Julia McCandless (2016)
describes as ‘The Surveillance effect””, where students
may “feel they are in a less nurturing, comfortable learning
environment”. McCandless further notes that ïf students
know they are constantly being monitored, it could alter
behaviour and potentially stunt risk-taking, creativity
and asking questions in a learning environment”.

Passive surveillance vs camera surveillance

This concern for student engagement is explored
further by James Reid (2015) noting Associate
Professor at the University of Adelaide, Andrew Hope,
says that while surveillance in schools is fueled by the
safety and wellbeing of staff and students it can also
undermine trust and stunt student engagement”.

Security filming within the class environment was
further investigated by David Rapp of The ““Scholastic
Administrator”” (2007) who noted that the cameras
were often felt by the students as a measure of implied
lack of trust’. This was further reinforced through
the investigations of Ronald D Stephens (Executive
Director o the National School Safety Centre in the US)
who noted that the installation of security cameras
tend to send the message to students “Hey, we don’t
trust you’’. A focus on the quality of relationships and
creating a climate that is conducive to education
is imperative, without enforcing authoritarian
measures which may retract from the students sense
of well-being, trust and personal responsibility.

Hope notes that “excessive use of surveillance
devices can threaten the values of a progressive
education, undermine trust, stigmatise individuals
and limit the potential for student engagement”.
The Principles of the FlexiSpace Learning Environments are
to promote culturally supportive learning environments
that enables students to feel empowered and trusted.

Further to the concerns of student engagement, privacy
of individual students and staff may be compromised
when security CCTV filming and footage within learning
environments is recorded and retained. Requests to access
these recordings may occur from external parties to
‘review and inspect’ the actions of an individual, where the
privacy and security of the wider group of persons filmed
may not be protected. As noted by Dian Schaffhauser
of ‘‘The Journal” there is an increased risk to student
privacy and education records when CCTV cameras are
placed within classrooms. The technology that would
be required to ‘blur faces of other participants’ would
likely be expensive and therefore the release of filmed
data would be unacceptable due to the protection of the
wider group of persons contained within the filming.

It is pertinent to consider that “surveillance practices
take on partcular symbolic meanings in the school
environment, conveying messages to young people
about how they are viewed in society” (E Taylor,
2015). Based on this research, physical surveillance
measures must not be included in theh FlexiSpace
refurbishments. Where there are security and safety
issues, other responses and mitigating strategies should
be considered by the School eg additional supervision.
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UQ Hammon Centre

Connection to External landscapes
Evidence Based Research
The ability for students to move to external landscape areas
to ‘chill out’, appears to be a common thread that was raised
during discussions with various collaborators and
stakeholders of this project.
Dr Esther Sternberg, an immunologist at the National
Institute of Mental Health, who specialises in the connection
between physical environments and well being has noted the
direct connection between health and exposure to external
landscapes and views of nature.
Through Dr Sternberg’s research it is apparent that the
parahippocampal region of the brain is activated by a user
when they are exposed to views of nature and landscape.
This activation increases levels of serotonin (the happy
hormone), and reduces cortisol levels, thereby through the
physiology enabling the user to feel ‘calm’ and peaceful.
Not surprisingly many religious environments are connected
through external landscape spaces. The connection
between mind, and body when exposed to these
environments is now physically tangible and measurable.

Landscape entry (by O2 Landscape Architects)

Further to the work of Dr Sternberg, Dr Roger Ulrich at Texas
A& M University also has undertaken significant research in
the field. Ulrich’s work quantifies the healing aspects of
patients when in hospital environments. Again a direct
correlation between patient healing and exposure to external
landscapes is prevalent.

St Xavier College

This connection and ability for students who may be
suffering from mental duress, will benefit from the
opportunities to be engaged with the external landscape
environments.

Camberwell High School
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Research by Taylor Kuo and Sullivan noted students
with Attention Deficit Disorder had increased
attentional functioning after activities associated in
green settings. It was noted that “The greener a
child’s play area, the less severe his or her attention
deficit symptoms” (Taylor et al, 2001).
Further to this connection and engagement with
natural settings has been shown to enhance the
psychological resource used ‘in deliberately
directing attention. Taylor further considers the
connection between focussed attention and the
ability for self discipline. Cognitive assessments
appear to indicate that when self direction and
attention is depleted the resource to enable ‘self
direction is fatigued’”.
Kaplan proposes in his “Attention Restoration
theory”, “that stimuli that draw primarily on
involuntary attention give direct attention a chance
to rest”. He further notes that views to nature
promote the involuntary attention, enabling the
direct attention to recover from the fatigue. (Taylor et
al 2001).
The ability for students to move between Direct
Instructional learning environments, to spaces where
voluntary attention is promoted, can increase self
regulation and discipline in the individual. It is
therefore safe to surmise that the choice of learning
environments that enable both indoor and outdoor /
nature scapes provides opportunities for the users to
‘recover’ and become refreshed with enhanced
opportunities for attention and self regulation.

St Francis Xavier General Learning Centre
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Building Services
Internal Environmental Quality
Research through both environmental psychology,
neuroscience and Education has proven a strong .
correlation between indoor environmental quality,
well-being and educational outcomes. As Evans (2003)
notes “The built environment affects mental health in two
major ways”. The first being through direct effects by
crowding, noise indoor air quality and light. The second
being through ‘altered psychosocial processes’ through
lack of social support, personal control and community
connection.
Air Quality
The findings of the engagement with various School
Principals, Educators and Academic Educational
Researchers indicates the physical environment can
strongly support and promote the sense of community,
social support., and belonging. To this end, we need to
assess the physical provisions of the quality of the indoor
environment to ensure the optimum conditions are
provided to further support the occupant experience and
enhance the learning outcomes.
Indoor Air Quality is critical for occupant cognitive
processes. “Most research on behavioural toxins such as
heavy metals, pesticides and solvents has focused on
neurological and cognitive impacts. Studies of cognitive
deficits associated with early childhood lead exposure
are a prime example” (Evans, G 2003). Selection of
materials that have low organic volatile compounds can
reduce the extent of hazardous materials and toxins
being released into the environment.

Increased levels of Co2 within the air have also been
connected with reduced academic performance and
alertness. Opportunities for increased natural ventilation
should be maximised, with cross ventilation and air--flow
to be promoted. Where schools are located within the
Cooler zone regions and have air-conditioned
environments provided, opportunities for mixed mode
ventilation should be considered so that days with
temperate weather will enable the opening of the room to
the external environment. The minimum openable area
for windows should be 10% of floor area. Positioning of
the windows and doors should be on opposite sides of the
room to encourage the natural ventilation.

TABLE 1.

Direct mental health effects of the physical environment

Environmental characteristics

Where mechanical ventilation is provided the HVAC
system should be capable of fresh air induction, CO2
monitoring and control interface.
Noise Pollution
External environmental noise should be reduced where
possible. Research noting exposure to external noise has
a direct correlation to children’s psychological stress
levels (Evans, G 2003). For effective learning to occur it is
recognised environmental influences that promote calm
emotional states should be promoted. Disruptive noise
and loud environments can be detrimental to the
emotional wellbeing of the occupants, prevent or limit the
users opportunities to clearly communicate and reduce
their cognitive performance.
Ambient noise from external sources such as rain, traffic,
plant equipment should be prevented. Compliance
against the DET Design standards for Acoustic
performance should be maintained.

Mental health impacts

Assessment of the evidence

Reference

High-rise housing

Elevated psychological distress, especially
among low-income mothers.

Consistent and includes data from randomized field studies.
Some but not all studies control for SES.

4–6

Residential floor level

Adults living on higher floors have more psychological distress.

Inconsistent and all cross-sectional. A few
studies control for SES.

4–7

Housing quality (structural defects, hazards,
poor maintenance, climatic problems (e.g.,
heat, humidity)

Greater psychological distress in housing of
poorer quality.

Consistent but largely based upon cross-sectional evidence, although most have SES
controls. A few longitudinal studies show
similar patterns.

Neighborhood quality (aggregate bundle of
social and physical attributes)

Greater psychological distress and poorer cognitive development in children.

Consistent and mainly cross-sectional. Recent
randomized experiment relocating low-income families into better quality neighborhoods reveals similar effects.

Furniture placement (at social distances,
around tables)

Increased social interaction and reduced passive, isolated behaviors in psychiatric patients.

Consistent and includes intervention studies.

32–25

Privacy (architecture, single rooms)

Severely retarded adults and psychiatric patients reveal better functioning with more
ability to regulate social interaction.

Consistent but small number of studies.

37, 38

Alzheimer’s facilities (smaller scale units,
more homelike, less noise, accommodation of wandering)

Improved functioning, including less disorientation, fewer behavioral problems.

Small number of studies, some without control groups.

4–6, 12

More negative affect, greater psychological
distress. Psychiatric disorder not related to
crowding. Areal indices such as people per
census tract unrelated to mental health.

Consistent and includes lab studies, cross-sectional data, and dose-response functions,
and one prospective field study. Most statistically control for SES.

41–48

Noise (aircraft)

Unrelated to psychiatric disorder. Elevated
psychological distress in children.

Mixed data, but one prospective study and
some dose-response data for children’s psychological distress.
Many incorporate SES controls.

49–56

Indoor air quality

Malodorous pollutants linked to negative affect. Behavioral toxins related to acting
out, aggression. Community contamination reliably related to trauma.

Consistent data for malodorous air but only
small number of behavioral toxicology
studies. Several analyses of trauma in contaminated communities, primarily case
study designs.

57–69

Light

No reliable impacts of color. Levels of illumination but not spectrum effect depression.

Consistent clinical and experimental data for
illumination level impacts. Hormonal pathways reasonably well characterized.

70–73

SES, socioeconomic status.
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Residential density (people/room)

Evans,G (2003) “The Built environment and mental Health” table 1

St Columba’s College Sophia Library

26, 27, 29–
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Thermal comfort

Light

Factors which influence the thermal comfort of spaces
include heat, convection heat, radiation, evaporative heat
loss and heat produced by the human metabolism. It is
defined as “a condition of the mind” (Puteh et al 2012). The
internal room environmental factors that influence the
thermal comfort of individuals can positively (or negatively)
affect the student learning outcomes. Sullivan notes that
students who appear to feel to warm often become
distracted and can tend to fall asleep more easily.

Levels of illumination particularly with exposure to
daylight clearly impact psychological well-being.
“Lighting profoundly affects numerous levels of
human functioning such as vision circadian
rhythms, mood, and cognition, It’s implicit effects on
learning and classroom achievement cannot be
dismissed” (Mott,M et al 2012). .

The ideal conditions of temperature and humidity should be
maintained at moderate levels. Where temperature levels
are seen to increase, increased airflow and movement can
significantly enhance the occupants thermal comfort. HVAC
systems and opportunities for natural ventilation should be
regulated and controlled to provide optimum internal
temperatures.

Environmental characteristic Assessment of the evidence

Personal control

Noise

Spatial hierarchy

Human Centric lighting within learning areas should
be provided, where the lighting emulates the
intensity and colour temperature of natural sunlight,
using artificial lighting. According to Somani,
“Lighting has a very powerful and essential role on
students learning performance on learning places”.
This has been further reinforced through the work of
Mott who notes lighting studies result with “an effect
of focus lighting on student oral reading
performance, indicating a need for further
evaluation of the effects of illumination level and
colour temperature variables on more student
learning outcomes”.
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Indirect pathway

Suite vs. corridor

Territoriality

Social support

Distance

Crowding

Housing
Restoration and recovery
from cognitive fatigue and
stress

Natural elements

Architecture

References

Laboratory and field (including one prospective and one intervention
42, 51, 77–79,
study) show uncontrollable noise can induce helplessness.
83–86
Children living in higher density homes (people/room) have greater
42, 80–82, 87–8
learned helplessness. Similar findings among crowded adults in the
laboratory.
Students in long-corridor dormitories show greater learned helplessness
90–92
than those living in suite designs. Longitudinal, intervention, and
cross-sectional evidence.
Theoretical but little empirical evidence for claim that providing a
95–96
range of social interaction spaces (i.e., solitude to small group) fosters
better ability to regulate social interaction.
Numerous cross-sectional and a couple of intervention studies show
93–94, 99–102
that multifamily residences that are tall, large, and have few semiprivate spaces (e.g., group territory), lead to feelings of lack of control
and are associated with crime.
Physical proximity increases unplanned social interaction. Functional op109–113
portunities for interaction (e.g., doorway opening, proximity to pedestrian pathway) also afford greater social interaction.
Laboratory and field (cross-sectional and prospective) data reveal that
42, 117
higher density causes social withdrawal and the deterioration of socially supportive relationships.
High-rise housing and residence on high-traffic volume streets is associ8, 93, 118–120
ated with less interaction with neighbors. Cross-sectional data only.
Laboratory, field, and intervention studies converge on nature reducing
125–135
stress and diminishing cognitive fatigue.
Design elements other than nature may have similar capabilities. Salient qualities include fascination, quiet and solitude, and coherent,
tranquil stimuli. Primarily theoretical arguments with little data.

125, 126, 136–13

Evans,G (2003) “The Built environment and mental Health” table 2

Lighting control systems should be considered with
turnbale white capability. Compatible luminares
that meet or exceed DET LED lighting guidelines
should be provided.

Flexi Space
Design Principles

Indirect mental health effects of the physical environment

Crowding

547

Wall, ceiling insulation and sun shadowing devices can also
be used to reduce detrimental effects of extreme weather
conditions.
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03 Model of Learning
Building a model for Flexi Space Learning Hubs

COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING

DIRECT
LEARNING

AMENITIES /
TAILORED
FACILITIES

VISUALLY CONNECTED

CONNECTION TO MAIN PATHS AND CAMPUS

DIRECT
LEARNING

VISUALLY CONNECTED

DIRECT
LEARNING

INFORMAL
LEARNING
SETTINGS

VISUALLY CONNECTED

COMMUNAL
AREAS /

OUTDOOR
LEARNING

3

VISUALLY CONNECTED

2

VISUALLY CONNECTED

1

VISUALLY CONNECTED

01

STAFF /
STORE /
SUPPORT
SERVICES

VISUAL CONNECTION TO ALL LEARNING AREAS

TARGETED AND SPECIALIST LEARNING AREAS

CONNECTION TO EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENTS

–– Aligned direct teaching (General Learning) at the heart of the Hub which are visually
transparent and freely accessible.

–– General learning and specialist learning areas are accessed from the central hub and
informal learning areas

–– Physical and visual connection to external landscapes and primary pedestrian
pathways will support learning throughout the hub

–– Informal learning settings (Collaborative Learning) which offer purposeful but varied
learning settings and are visually open and accessible, but connected to the main
learning hub

–– Glazed interfaces with adjoining informal learning areas and hub heart provide strong
visual connection and easy supervision of all students

–– Legible way finding to facility.

–– Informal settings function as breakout and complimentary learning settings for
communities of up to 15 students

–– Chill out (low sensory) area may be a dual use with the covered outdoor learning or
landscape zones.

–– Communal facilities that can also support collaborative learning practices, and social
interaction

Flexi Space
Design Principles

Design Principles
Feb 2019

–– Close proximity of staff support services, with possible provision of social services
support offices.
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–– Covered outdoor Learning area to provide alternative choice of learning environment.

–– Visual connection to landscape from within the General learning and Collaborative
Learning Zones is required.
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04 Learning Settings - Spatial Relationships

SETTINGS (in order of priority):

1.

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING / MULTI PURPOSE

2.

COVERED OUTDOOR LEARNING / CHILL OUT ZONE

3.

COMMUNAL KITCHENETTE

4.

INDEPENDENT STUDY / COMPUTER DESKS

15

10
MEETING
ROOM / DUAL
PURPOSE

6.

LANDSCAPED ENTRY

7.

COMMUNAL LOUNGE / GATHERING SPACE

CONNECTION TO MAIN PATHS AND CAMPUS

5. GENERAL LEARNING / INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SPACE

8. INTEGRATED ENTRY FROM MAIN SCHOOL FACILITIES
9.

PITCH ZONE / PRESENTATION SPACE

10. MEETING ROOM / DUAL PURPOSE ROOM
11. AMENITIES / PWD
12. ICT / STORE
13. STAFF ROOM
14. SHOWER FACILITIES
15. INTEGRATED ENTRY FROM SCHOOL GROUNDS

11 14 16

2
COVERED OUTDOOR
LEARNING/ CHILL OUT
ZONE

PWD/
AMENITIES

10

12

MEETING
ROOM / DUAL
PURPOSE

ICT / STORE

COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING/
MULTIPURPOSE

13

5

STAFF ROOM

GENERAL LEARNING /
INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING

INDEPENDENT
STUDY /
COMPUTER
DESKS

6

7

9

LANDSCAPED
ENTRY

COMMUNAL
LOUNGE/
GATHERING SPACE

PITCH ZONE /
PRESENTATION
SPACE

1

4

16. LAUNDRY

8

Essential Facility

3

COMMUNAL
KITCHENETTE

Desirable Facility
Tailored Facility

Flexi Space
Design Principles
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05 Learning Settings - Spatial Requirements

REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL FLEXI-SPACE FACILITIES:

15

The requirements listed below are to be provided within the new FlexiSpace Learning Facilities A site
wide review of the existing School Facilities may result in the re-purposing and shared use of existing
built environments in lieu of providing new purpose built facilities. Access provisions to these existing
facilities for both students and staff of the FlexiSpace are to be considered for ease of movement,
proximity and safety before determining the use of them as part of the FlexiSpace environs.

10

2

11 14 16

Positioning of the FlexiSpace facility.
The FlexiSpace facility should be located within the School grounds, as central as possible to main school facilities to enable the
inclusion and integration of students who may access the FlexiSpace with the rest of the school campus.

10

Kitchen facilities (Communal Lounge)

12

The space is to provide a communal lounge/ kitchen type facility that will enable discussions with student and staff on complex
social circumstances. Many students may experience unstable housing and lack of dependable access to meals, resulting in the
need to provide tea/ coffee and small meals. The provision of a communal lounge for group discussion in informal settings
between student peers and staff is also required.
Hygiene facilities
To provide for those with a lack of housing security, and those with behaviour barriers that make shared toilet facilities unsafe.
Provision of a unisex PWD amenity, with shower is to be provided, or within close proximity to the learning setting. Existing facilities
if available may be used.

13

5

6

7

1

4

Low-sensory areas / Chill out zones
Spaces that enable over-aroused students (eg autism spectrum or anxiety disorders) to ‘de-stress’ and ‘chill out’ is required. This
space may have dual functions and roles. Connection to the outdoor environment and landscape is key. Comfortable seating for
contemplative thought, privacy, landscaping is required.
Multidisciplinary space / Interview rooms / Meeting rooms.
To allow for one on one attention from supports that may include counsellor health nurse, speech therapist, youth workers. This
space may have multiple modalities and be used for individual study, small group collaborative study, or visiting social /
healthcare workers. Acoustic privacy, separate entry, visual connection via frosted glazed walls (or similar) are required.
Core resources - IT equipment, electrical store
To ensure the space is modern with internet access and multimedia facilities to allow for modern, participatory learning. These
must align with the DET Design Standards - Network Infrastructure Procedures and Standards”.

8

9

Rapid evacuation
To allow for Safe removal of students and staff where violent or other problematic behaviour occurs.
Safe and supervised play
To ensure all students have access to recreation, while also ensuring a safe environment.

3

Flexibility / Fluidity
Schools must have ability to adapt the FlexiSpace to best meet their needs, including changing cohorts. This could include
adapting the space to meet a different set of at-risk / vulnerable / behavioural challenges, and or / temporarily re-absorbing the
space into the mainstream school environment where a separate FlexiSpace is currently not required.

Flexi Space
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5-01

Learning Settings - Spatial Configurations

70m2

General Learning Area = 70m2

90 - 100m2

Direct Learning Area (70m2) + Collaborative
Learning (20-30m2) = 90 - 100 m2

Combining Learning Areas:

130m2

Direct Learning Area (70m2) + Communal
Lounge (30m2) + Covered Outdoor
Learning (30m2) = 130 m2

150 - 160m2

Direct Learning Area (70m2) + Communal Lounge
(30m2) + Covered Outdoor Learning (30m2) +
Collaborative Learning (20-30m2) = 150 - 160 m2

Spatial relationships of learning areas are key in allowing
spaces to be combined to accommodate larger student
cohorts as well as social gatherings and community
events. As such, these spatial adjacencies are important
to try and maintain and can be achieved using large
sliding doors to allow spaces to seamlessly blend into
each other.

Flexi Space
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Learning Settings - Spatial Analysis
Learning Setting

Group Size

Student
Numbers

No. Of
spaces

Area

Physical Environment

Relationships

Mentoring / small
group study

2 -12 students

Up to 10

1

9-20m2

—— Informal table / chairs

—— Dispersed through this space using nooks and crannies in
independent study area

—— Quiet zone

INDEPENDENT ZONE

—— Part of the larger space

Independent Study/
computer desk

Individual work
space for up
to 6 students

6

1

9 m2

—— Student visibility

—— Link to quieter activities

—— Table and chairs (bench table considered)

—— Ability for teacher to direct group then disperse into
individual study modality.

—— Comfortable and secure
—— Visible to teacher
—— Quiet zone

ICT / store facility

2 staff

2 staff

1

9-13 m2

—— Alternative use of meeting rooms / interview rooms
—— Visual connection to main General Learning / Direct
Instruction area.

—— Bench seating can provide quiet study desk zone, or
location for connection to laptop / computer.

—— compactus store / shelving

—— Adjacent to Direct Instruction facility

—— Bench table with 2 seats

—— Clear visual site lines to main learning area

—— File drawer

INSTRUCTION /
PRESENTATION

—— Lockable cabinet

General Learning /
Direct Instruction

Up to 30 students

30

1

70m2

2 staff

—— Direct instruction / guest speaker

—— Link to Collaborative Learning zones

—— Note taking required

—— Link to external landscape / outdoor learning area

—— Directional / multi-directional

—— Link to communal / chill out zone

—— Multiple IWB’s allow this space to divide into 2-3 working
groups or function as one group

Collaborative
Learning /
multipurpose room
Collaboration/
small group study

3-8 students

8

1

15- 30m2

—— Collaborative learning space that is directly connected to
the General Learning space.
—— Combined space enables a traditional ‘multi-purpose room’.

3-6 students

Up to

1

12m2

—— Visual link to learning areas
—— Connection to outdoor learning space

—— Table / chairs and share screen for notebooks

—— Locate adjacent to Direct Instruction zone

—— Flexible groupings of 3-6 students

—— Site lines to collaborative learning / multi-purpose room.

—— Multi-directional learning modality

Entry

15 students

Up to 15

1

15-20m2

COLLABORATIVE ZONE

2 staff

—— 2 bench seats

—— Direct access to direct teaching space

—— Bin

—— Adjacency / integration with outdoor learning space
preferred.

—— Landscaping
—— Covered outdoor area

—— Direct visual connection to staff / student support services.

—— Writeable walls

—— Close proximity to amenities.

Amenities / PWD

1 student / staff

For all

2

9-15m2

—— Male, female and unisex / PWD toilet facilities

—— Within close walking distance to main Direct Instruction
facility

Communal Lounge
/ kitchenette

Kitchenette/
lounge

12-16 students

1

25m2 30m2

—— Small kitchenette with coffee making facilities

—— Ability for teacher to direct students to communal space for
individual or small group work and discussions.

2 staff

—— Dining table and chairs
—— Lounge
—— Coffee table
—— Magazine racks
—— Bag racks and lockers.

Outdoor learning
/ chill out zone

1-8 students

Up to 8
students

1

15-60m2

—— Connections to outdoor learning space recommended.
—— Visually connected to General Learning Area, and staff /
student services
—— Close proximity to amenities.

—— External bench seating / terraced seating

—— Close proximity to direct Instruction learning facility

—— Possible water feature

—— Preference to be adjacent, however close 5 Min walk to
locality is also suitable.

—— Selection of plants through local community group
engagement process
—— Bin
Flexi Space
Design Principles
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06 Design Process
06-01 Making it Happen

Built Environment

Flexi Space Design Principles
Alignment Checklist
Below is a checklist table that has been created to aid
School Principals, Stakeholders, Students, DoE
representatives, Designers and Architects with the
successful adoption and use of the Flexi Space Design
Principles.

Item

Enquiry

Question

6

The Learning space is to provide
flexible learning environments for
a range of student ages. Are the
student numbers between 8-30

Have the student numbers
been identified?

Yes
Collaborative Engagement
Item

Enquiry

Question

1

Imagine a facility that promotes
and supports life-long learning
suitable for the student cohort

Have the core values and
beliefs of the school and
future Student Cohort
been identified?

Feedback Loop

Yes
2

Explore connection with
local culture and heritage

3

The project is to enable visual
imagery that is authentic in it’s
delivery to the cultural values and
heritage of the local environs?
The Built form and
surrounding landscape is
to provide opportunities
for continued learning

The social issues surrounding
disengagement have
been supported.

9

Have the elements that are
intrinsic with the ‘sense
of place and connection
to the local surroundings
been identified?

10

11

No

Does the project provide
opportunities for the built
form to provide learning
to support Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
and other multicultural
history and culture?

Yes

Re-lifing of existing facilities
can promote sustainable
building practices

Explore Further

No

Does the Existing School
built environment provide
opportunities for refurbishment
of existing space for the
new Flexi Space Facility?

Yes

Explore Further

Explore Further

No

The built environment provides
Do the facilities provide
opportunities for social support
nearby connection to support
services to be provided to
services for students
students and possibly their
families within the school grounds.

Yes

Explore Further

Explore Further

No

Does the building provide
opportunities for engaging
with the wider community
and social services?

Yes

Explore Further

No

Does the project explore
opportunities for inter-cultural
relevance and symbolism
through the built form?

The optimum social and
community support mechanisms
have been identified.

Explore Further

No

Do these facilities require
additional community / social
welfare facilities attached
to the learning space?

Yes

No

Yes
5

8

Explore Further

No

Are the student cohort
numbers known? Does the
space allow for flexibility
in student numbers?

Yes

Have collaborative discussions
with local community groups /
Indigenous elders taken place? Explore Further

Yes
4

Are the contributing factors for
student disengagement been
identified and targeted to prevent
increasing student numbers.

Explore Further

No

Yes
The design is to respond to the
cultural values of the student
cohort, and provide a deep
sense of connection with the
land past, present and future.

7

Feedback Loop

No

12
Continue to Refurbished FlexiSpace
Learning Checklist

No

Continue to New FlexiSpace
Learning Checklist

Continued to Built
environment checklist
Flexi Space
Design Principles

Design Principles
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06-02 Refurbished vs New Flexi Space Facilities

New Flexi Space Learning Facilities

Refurbished Flexi Space Learning Facilities
Item

Enquiry

Question

Feedback Loop

R1

The use of the existing facilities
will provide sustainable
design practices for the relifing of an existing facility

Does the proposed space
have suitable area to suit
the student cohort?

Yes
R2

collaboration and connection
between staff and social
services supports student well
being and engagement.

External landscape zones provide
opportunities for mindfulness
and wellbeing, as well as
alternative learning settings.

R4

Existing facilities can provide
shared resources for students
across the campus.

R5

collaborative learning and
engagement practices promotes
deeper learning and life skills.

R6

Tailored facilities to support
particular student cohort needs
provide deeper connection and
opportunities for success

The Learning Space provides a
location for supporting education
and learning outcomes

The site location is suitable
for easy access and provision
of the new facilities

Explore Further

Yes
Connections to existing services
are possible, minimising
infrastructure costs.

N3
Explore Further

The learning spaces can
melt between indoor and
outdoor environments..

N4
Explore Further

Equitable access and provision
of facilities is provided to the
students of the new facility

N5
Explore Further

Opportunities for integration and
connection to existing school
campus facilities are explored.

Does the cohort require
additional ‘tailored’ facilities
to suit their need?

N6
Explore further

Opportunities for tailored support
services are explored to enable
strong engagement for students

Explore Further

No

Explore Further

No

Do the proposed facilities
support possible tailored
requirements of the
student cohort?

Yes

no

No

Are there opportunities to reuse / re-life nearby facilities
and functions to support the
new FlexiSpace facility?

Yes

no

Explore Further

Do amenities need to
be provided within the
new built form?

Yes

no

Explore Further

No

Are there opportunities
for connection to external
landscape / outdoor
learning areas?

Yes

no

No

Existing services are located
nearby for easy connection

Yes

no

The method of engagement
and use of the communal
area has been defined? Are
the student and staff numbers
defined for the space?

yes

N1

Explore Further

Are there amenities nearby for
use by students and staff?

yes

Feedback Loop

N2

Are there opportunities
for connection to external
landscape / outdoor
learning areas?

yes

Question

Explore Further

Is there direct connection
to student services /
staff provisions?

yes

Enquiry

no

yes
R3

Item

Explore further

No

R7
Continue with schematic design processes

continue with schematic design processes

Flexi Space
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Learning Settings - Plan Diagrams

Proposed room layouts and configurations are provided as a guide only and are to be used for reference and inspiration, to suit your own requirements.

2/ COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
SPACE (Multipurpose room)

1 / GENERAL LEARNING SETTING
PURPOSE

PURPOSE

Traditional single focused learning setting for direct
learning with flexible furniture allowing group work
arrangement. Built in storage to promote organised and
calm learning environment.

Open learning studio directly adjacent Traditional Learning
Setting to facilitate collaborative group work and space for
students to work independently.
To open directly with the General Learning Setting, where
flexible furniture of GLA enables group discussion and
collaborative learning styles between the two spaces.

GROUP SIZE
—— Up to 30 students (approx. 70 m2)
—— 1 teacher and 1 teachers aide

GROUP SIZE

FURNITURE

—— From 6 - 15 students (approx. 20-30m2 to be additional to
the 70m2 of the General Learning setting)
—— Up to 15 students

—— Loose table and flexible seating
—— Teachers desk, table
—— Storage
—— Writeable walls
—— Pin up boards

—— 1 teacher and 1 teachers aide

FURNITURE

—— Teachers board

—— Selection of moveable round tables with chairs
—— Beanbags
—— Mobile white boards
—— Pod seating
—— Pin up boards and Writeable walls
—— Computer desks

Technology + Resources
—— Data / power / comms as per DET standards and
Design guides
—— A/C to schools within Cooler School zoning
—— Blinds to external windows
—— Overhead projector / smart board
—— Task lighting (LED)
—— Acoustic panelling
—— Dual evacuation points
—— Drop in grid acoustic ceiling tiles
—— 6-8 ceiling mounted fans
—— Acoustic Operable walls to adjacent learning settings.
Panel wall to have pin-boards / and writeable walls.
Rw 35 minimum acoustic requirement.

Technology + Resources

Height adjustable
tables on castors

Student chair on
sled base

—— Data / power / comms as per DET standards and Design
guidelines
—— A/c to schools within Cooler School Zoning
—— Blinds to external windows.
—— Acoustic panelling
Group study table Beanbags
—— Drop in grid acoustic ceiling tiles
—— Task Lighting (LED)
—— 2 ceiling mounted fans
—— Acoustic operable walls to adjacent General learning
setting. Panel wall to have pin boards / and writeable
walls. Rw 35 minimum acoustic requirement.

Mobile whiteboard Sitting pods
screen

Mobile whiteboard Carpet skirt to walls
as backrest
screens

Flexi Space
Design Principles
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07-00 Learning Settings - Plan Diagrams

4/COVERED OUTDOOR
LEARNING /CHILL OUT ZONE

3/ AMENITIES
PURPOSE

PURPOSE

Provision of showers / amenities as required by the
student cohort. Location to be within close proximity to
Traditional Learning Setting. Existing facilities may suit.

Protected Outdoor Learning space for independent or
small group work.

GROUP SIZE

Also supports relaxation, reading and reflection.

1 person (in accordance with AS 1428.1)

GROUP SIZE

FURNITURE

Up to 8 students (approx. 30m2). Size may vary
according to site availability and location.

—— Fixed Amenities as per DET standards and design
guidelines.
—— Possible inclusion of shower facilities / laundry.
—— Extent to be determined through collaborative
processes and defined cohort need.

FURNITURE
—— Bench seats, outdoor tables and chairs, raised grass
hill / landscape bed.
—— Plant species to be reflective of local place and
culture of site. Selection to be undertaken through
community engagement.

Technology + Resources
—— Water efficient fixtures.
—— Vandal proof fixtures.
—— Grab rails and selection of equipment to suit dual use
as Pwd facility.
—— wall vinyl
—— coved skirting
—— non-slip floor vinyl

—— External writeable walls
—— totem pole / artifact that is developed through
collaborative engagement with local indigenous /
Torres Strait Islander elders.
—— Alternative form of cultural iconography, developed
through community engagement is also applicable

Technology + Resources

—— extraction fans to enable air movement.

—— Water Feature to be considered within Landscaping
—— External lighting for after hours to suit CPTED security
requirements
—— Paved external area / composite decking (non-slip)
AS1428.1 compliant
fixtures and fittings

—— Covered area. (insulated roof sheeting preferred)
—— Outdoor ceiling mounted fan.

Stackable outdoor Outdoor table
chair

Bench seat

Flexi Space
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5 / MEETING ROOM
/ INTERVIEW ROOM /
SOCIAL SERVICES

6/ COMMUNAL KITCHENETTE
PURPOSE
Communal cooking and dining space aiming at
enhancing students’ sense of belonging and
ownership - creating opportunities for students and
staff to bond in an informal and social setting.

PURPOSE
Enclosed meeting space for student led collaborative
learning, including video-conference / skype / media.

Kitchen to provide seat down workspace for staff,
facilitating quick staff to staff and student to staff
discussions.

Opportunities for dual use as private meeting room
between student / staff, student / health care workers
etc,..

GROUP SIZE

GROUP SIZE

—— 12-16 students (approx. 30m2)

—— Up to 6 people (approx. 9 - 15m2)

—— 2 staff

FURNITURE

FURNITURE
—— Fixed joinery within kitchenette setting

—— Fixed plectrum table with 4-6 chairs
—— Writeable walls

Technology + Resources

—— Pin up boards

—— bi-fold doors / panel lift doors to enable direct
connection to outdoor learning areas.
—— wi-fi accessible
—— Power and data to suit student cohort numbers.
—— sink, small dishwasher, fridge, microwave and
Billie hot water unit.
—— Flush plasterboard painted ceiling
—— Task lighting (LED)

Technology + Resources
—— Data / power / comms as per DET standards and
Design guides
—— Double GPO / Data comms mounted above bench
—— AV plate adjacent to wall mounted monitor.
—— Task lighting (LED)
—— Drop in grid acoustic ceiling tile
—— Acoustics panelling
—— LCD wall monitor for connection to data / comms,
suitable for skype / video and conference calls.
—— glazing to window of room, with privacy blind.

Meeting table

Flexi Space
Design Principles

Outdoor table and Bar stools to suit
bench seating
kitchen bench
height

Wall mounted
monitor
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Meeting chairs
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7 / ICT TECHNOLOGY / STORE

8/ INDEPENDENT ENTRANCE
TO FACILITY GROUNDS

PURPOSE

PURPOSE

Enclosed lockable space for storage of It equipment and
teach facilities

To provide separate entrance to the facility from the
main school grounds. This should be considered
when there are sensitivities of the some student
cohort members that are concerned with being
exposed to the main student body. The separate
entrance is not a requirement, but may be
considered and preferred when student cohort
needs indicate concerns of integration with the
main school student population.

GROUP SIZE
—— staff of up to 2 .
—— Storage to be lockable cupboard, to formal store
room. Size will be varied upon cohort / school need.
—— Minimum area of store room of 9m2

FURNITURE
—— fixed bench table with 2 mobile chairs
—— storage to wall (full height) / compactus
—— lockable cupboard
—— pinboard

GROUP SIZE
—— 2 staff
—— up to 12 students

—— writeable wall

FURNITURE

Technology + Resources

—— Bench seats, outdoor tables and chairs, raised
grass hill / landscape bed.
—— Plant species to be reflective of local place and
culture of site. Selection to be undertaken
through community engagement.

—— data / power / comms as per DET standards and
Design guides
—— 2 double GPO / Data / comms to walls mounted
500mm above Finished floor level
—— flush plasterboard ceiling
—— Mechanical exhaust / extraction fans to suit required
air-movement
—— Security locks to doors

—— External writeable walls
—— totem pole / artefact that is developed through
collaborative engagement with local indigenous
/ Torres Strait Islander elders.
—— Alternative form of cultural iconography,
developed through community engagement is
also applicable
Fixed computer
bench

Task chair

Technology + Resources
—— Water Feature to be considered within
Landscaping
—— External lighting for after hours to suit CPTED
security requirements
—— Paved external area / composite decking
(non-slip)
—— Covered area. (insulated roof sheeting preferred.

Open storage

Flexi Space
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storage
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9/ STAFF ROOM

10 / INDEPENDENT STUDY/
COMPUTER DESKS

PURPOSE
Staff office to have a visual and physical
connection to the entry to welcome students and
visitors.

PURPOSE
To provide study space for individual or small group
settings.

Office facilities to support staff’s daily tasks and
offer a small meeting table with access to a
kitchenette.

To be within close proximity to the General Learning
Setting, with visual connection between the spaces.
Privacy and quiet study is enabled.

GROUP SIZE

GROUP SIZE

Staff of up to 2

from individual study to small groups of 4-6 students

FURNITURE
—— 2 workstations
—— 2 task chairs,
—— 2 mobile pedestals,
—— storage shelves (can be used to separate
workspace from meeting / kitchen),
—— 1 meeting table, 4 meeting chairs.
—— Fixed joinery within kitchenette setting
—— Staff locker

FURNITURE
—— Fixed table / bench
—— loose chairs
—— pin up boards and writeable walls within close
proximity
—— Computer desks (if required)

Technology + Resources

—— Fridge / microwave / sink / hot water unit

—— Data / power / comms as per DET standards and
Design guidelines
—— Double GPO / data points mounted 500mm above
finished floor level (below bench).
—— a/c to schools within Cooler School Zoning
—— Drop in grid acoustic ceiling tiles
—— Task Lighting (LED)

Technology + Resources
—— Data / power / comms as per DET standards
and Design guides
—— Double GPO / Data comms mounted above
bench
—— AV plate adjacent to wall mounted monitor.
—— Task lighting (LED)
—— Drop in grid acoustic ceiling tile
—— Acoustics panelling

Kitchenette

Meeting/ dining
table

Workstations

Task chairs

—— glazing to window of room, with privacy blind.
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11 / LINK TO EXISTING
SCHOOL FACILITIES

12/ COMMUNAL
GATHERING SPACE

PURPOSE

PURPOSE
Informal learning space for group instruction,
presentation and discussion. Also supports independent
study, relaxing and reading.

A clear and legible path and connection to the main
School facilities and grounds. Integration of the
FlexiSpace facilities within the main operational School
grounds is desirable.

GROUP SIZE

Kitchenette to provide set down workspace for staff,
facilitating quick staff to staff and student to staff
discussions.

—— for all FlexiSpace users

Kitchenette to enable meal preparation.

Technology + Resources

GROUP SIZE

—— External concrete paths with slip resistant finishes (to
match existing finishes within the school grounds).
—— lighting to suit CPTED security requirements
—— Landscaping
—— Wayfinding signage

—— staff of up to 2
—— Students up to 15

FURNITURE
—— Fixed standing height bench
—— high stools
—— Upholstered lounge setting / sofa,
—— low coffee table, 4 beanbags / cushions.
—— Magazine Racks
—— Bag racks
—— Locker store

Technology + Resources
—— bi-fold doors / panel lift doors to enable direct
connection to outdoor learning areas.
—— wi-fi accessible
—— Power and data to suit student cohort numbers.
—— Flush plasterboard painted ceiling
—— Task lighting (LED)
—— 4 ceiling mounted fans
—— Acoustic wall panels
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13 / INTEGRATED ENTRY FROM
MAIN SCHOOL FACILITIES

14/ PITCH ZONE/
PRESENTATION NOOK

PURPOSE

PURPOSE

To provide seamless transition between main school
grounds and FlexiSpace.

Semi-screened space for small group discussion and
presentation

Feeling of connection and belonging to be provided
through appropriate use of landscape, wayfinding
signage and Learning space naming (room name).

Amphitheatre type learning setting
provision is optional, dependent upon space availability
within the learning setting.

GROUP SIZE

GROUP SIZE

—— all FlexiSpace Users

—— 1 staff

Technology + Resources

—— up to 8 -15 students.

—— External concrete paths with slip resistant finishes (to
match existing finishes within the school grounds).
—— lighting to suit CPTED security requirements
—— Landscaping
—— Wayfinding signage

FURNITURE
—— tiered seating / benches / and or carpeted seating
steps.
—— 3 upholstered ottomans
—— Rear wall with Smart Projector and Screen
—— White Board

Technology + Resources
—— Data / power / comms as per DET standards and
Design guidelines
—— Double GPO / data points mounted 500mm above
finished floor level (below bench).
—— Projector/smart Board
—— a/c to schools within Cooler School Zoning
—— Drop in grid acoustic ceiling tiles
—— Task Lighting (LED)
—— Acoustic panels

Beanbags

Flexi Space
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15 / LANDSCAPED ENTRY

16/ SHOWER FACILITIES

PURPOSE

PURPOSE
Provision of showers / amenities as required by the
student cohort. Location to be within close proximity to
Direct Instruction learning.

Outdoor gathering space for direct instruction,
presentation or informal discussion. Also supports
reading and relaxing.

Possible reuse of existing school facilities may be
provided, when assessed against proximity and safety for
students of FlexiSpace.

GROUP SIZE
—— 2 staff
—— up to 15 students

GROUP SIZE

FURNITURE

1 person (in accordance with AS 1428.1)

—— Fixed bench seating / 6 low stools
—— Entry through landscape zone, which has been
developed through collaoratie engagement with
students and local community / indigenous
groups

FURNITURE
—— Fixed Amenities as per DET standards and design
guidelines.
—— Possible inclusion of shower facilities / laundry.
—— Extent to be determined through collaborative
processes and defined cohort need.

Technology + Resources
—— Possible use of fold up garage door to provide
connection to indoor communal kitchenette /
lounge area.
—— Landscape to have imagery embedded within
entrance area that has been developed through
collaborative processes (eg totem pole / bush
tucker food / etc)
—— Signage with name of facility (possible reference
to local indigenous culture and heritage to be
considered).
—— Lighting to suit CPTED security requirements
—— paved / concrete entry with slip resistant
finishes
—— CCTV camera (to suit school security
requirements).

Technology + Resources
—— Water efficient fixtures.
—— Vandal proof fixtures.
—— Grab rails and selection of equipment to suit dual use
as PWD facility.
—— wall vinyl
—— coved skirting
—— non-slip floor vinyl
—— extraction fans to enable air movement.
AS1428.1 compliant
fixtures and fittings

Outdoor bench

Flexi Space
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17 / LAUNDRY
PURPOSE
To provide opportunities for student to wash
personal clothing and belongings.
Requirement will be assessed during spatial
planning and student cohort needs.
Existing school facilities if present on site, may be
utilised as a shared use between main student
cohorts and FlexiSpace students if proximity and
safety concerns are all fully considered..

GROUP SIZE
—— 1-2 students

FURNITURE
—— Fixed bench
—— Shelving
—— Laundry sink
—— Taps
—— Washing machine and dryer

Technology + Resources
—— natural ventilation
—— extraction fan for dryer
—— Double GPO for power
—— water connection and sink
—— Window with security
—— lockable secure door.

Flexi Space
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08 Materiality
08-01 Internal Fabric and Material selections
Proposed material and finishes selections are provided as a guide only and are to be used for reference and inspiration, to suit your own requirements. Finishes and
materials selections are to comply with current Australian Standards, Building code and Legislative standard. Where divergences from the Department of Education
Design Standards are proposed, formal approval is to be sourced, prior to commencement of construction works.
Material palette selection
Colour and texture play a significant role in learning environment. Colour can be quite stimulating and is therefore better used as a backdrop to the
classroom activities. Selection of colour should be approached the way it would in a design of a public space as learning environment has no specific control
group and needs to cater to students as individuals supporting the prescribed activity of the space. This approach reinforces inclusive design. Below are
general recommendations to be applied as a guide and are intended to be considered in relation to each school’s values, immediate context and cultural
significance.

SURFACE

COMMENTS

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

Carpet Tile:

Carpet Tile:

Carpet Tile:

Paint Finish:

Writeable Walls:

Acoustic Pinnable Walls:

GENERAL LEARNING AREA / DIRECT LEARNING
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING / MULTIPURPOSE SPACE
INDEPENDENT STUDY / COMPUTER DESKS
FLOOR

Modular carpet (carpet tiles) improve
acoustic performance of the space,
add foot comfort and individual tiles
can be removed and replaced over
time if required due to wear.
It is recommended additional m2 are
purchased to store for future repair/
replacement.
Different colours and textures can be
introduced within main body of carpet
to define zones within a larger space.
Pattern and colour selection
suggestive only and should be
selected with consideration for the
identity, physical context and cultural
values of the school.
Selected walls to have skirting carpet
tiles wrap up wall to underside of
window sill to create sitting
opportunities.

WALL

People naturally gravitate towards
edges of the room where they feel
more protected and in control of their
environment. It is therefore important
for majority of walls in the learning
area to remain accessible for students
to occupy and use as part of a flexible
and adaptable learning environment.

Low sheen acrylic finish - Low VOC
paint coloured with Low VOC
tinters

Pinnable and writeable surfaces
create opportunities for group
learning, presentation and different
modes of interaction between students
and staff.
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CEILING

In addition to the homogeneous
Exposed grid ceiling:
ceiling surface, suspended acoustic
panels below the line of general
ceiling can help create zones whilst
use of colour can create interest and
set the atmosphere of the space. For
improved acoustics, acoustic ceiling
tiles or suspended acoustic panels can
be used.

Suspended plywood, OSB or MDF
panels in a contrasting colour or
pattern:

Acoustic Ceiling Tiles:

Synthetic Grass:

Concrete:

Turf Green

Broom finished concrete slab

AMENITIES / SHOWER / LAUNDRY
FLOOR

Resilient floor finishes (e.g. vinyl) are
hard wearing, water resistant and
stand up to regular cleaning and
harsh chemicals.
Selection of light and neutral colours
is recommended.

Vinyl:
Safety Vinyl
Rating: R12 / Wet Pendulum > 50
Accelerated wear testing to also
note compliance

slip resistance to comply with AS4586Vinyl to cove up 100mm to create
2013.
skirting.
Note compliance of accelerated wear
slip testing to also comply with
requirements of AS4586-2013
WALL

Vinyl wall covering is a durable wall
finish that is hot welded in a standard
vertical installation to achieve water
tightness.

Vinyl wall sheeting:

CEILING

Wet area lining to be moisture and
humidity resistant. Paint finish to have
inherent protection against mould.

semi gloss finish to wet areas.

COVERED OUTDOOR LEARNING & CHILL OUT / LANDSCAPED ENTRY
FLOOR

Heightening the atmosphere of being
outdoors through use of natural and
tactile materials

Composite Decking:

slip resistance to comply with AS4586- Slip Rating: R11 with pendulum slip
test to also note compliance with
2013.
external walkways.
Note compliance of accelerated wear
Accelerated wear slip testing
slip testing to also comply with
certificates to be provided to
requirements of AS4586-2013
confirm acceptance of product for
use prior to installation

Flexi Space
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WALL

Paint finished FC sheeting:

Plywood sheeting:

Metal sheeting:

Paint finish to suit location and
application.

Hoop Pine with UV resistant matt
finish clear polyurethane coating

Range of profiles and colours available to
suit various applications.

Walls and ceilings to class rooms
to generally be matt finish.

Selection and finish to be confirmed
to suit location and application.

In coastal regions within close proximity to
open surf, the specification of metal wall
cladding is to suit marine / coastal
environments.

Paint finished FC sheeting:

Plywood sheeting:

Metal sheeting:

DULUX

AUSTRAL PLYWOODS

Main colour: “Natural White”
Code: PN1E1

Exterior AC Hoop Pine Plywood

Architraves to doorways paint
colours to have NCC compliant
luminence contrast against
adjacent wall finish
CEILING

Possible accent colour:
Paint finish to suit location and
application.

A-Bond Super E0 AS/NZS 2271

Range of profiles and colours available to
suit various applications.

Hoop Pine with UV resistant matt
finish clear polyurethane coating
Selection and finish to be confirmed
to suit location and application.

MEETING ROOM / DUAL PURPOSE INTERVIEW ROOM
FLOOR

Modular carpet (carpet tiles) improve
acoustic performance of the space,
colour can be used to set an
atmosphere of the space and
differentiate the space from others.
High pile/ special backing can add
comfort and improve acoustic
performance.

Carpet Tile:

Carpet Tile:

Carpet Tile:

WALL

Acoustically sealed room, doors to
have acoustic sill, refer room data
sheet.

Paint Finish:

Writeable Walls:

Acoustic Pinnable Walls:

Low sheen acrylic finish - Low VOC
paint coloured with Low VOC
tinters
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CEILING

Exposed grid ceiling:
(Ensure appropriate fixtures and
locks are used in cyclone prone
areas)

Suspended plywood, OSB or MDF
panels in a contrasting colour or
pattern:

Acoustic Ceiling Tiles:
Square Edge

AC Interior Hoop Pine Plywood

Acoustic ceiling tiles.
Selection and finish to be confirmed
to suit location and application.

COMMUNAL KITCHENETTE
FLOOR

slip resistance to comply with AS4586- Linoleum:
2013.

Vinyl:

Note compliance of accelerated wear
slip testing to also comply with
requirements of AS4586-2013

Slip rating: R10min.

WALL

Paint finished FC sheeting:

Plywood sheeting:

Main colour: “Natural White”

Exterior AC Hoop Pine Plywood

Possible accent colour

A-Bond Super E0 AS/NZS 2271

Paint finish to suit location and
application.

Hoop Pine with UV resistant matt
finish clear polyurethane coating
Selection and finish to be confirmed
to suit location and application

CEILING

Paint finish to water resistant
ceiling lining.
semi-gloss paint finish
Ceiling White +PLUS
Kitchen&Bathroom (with
Mouldshield protection)

ICT / TECHNOLOGY STORE
FLOOR

Fit for purpose floor finish to reduce
the generation of electrostatic
charges.

Vinyl:
ivory

slip resistance to comply with AS4586- Vinyl to cove up 100mm to create
skirting.
2013.
Note compliance of accelerated wear
slip testing to also comply with
requirements of AS4586-2013
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WALL

Paint Finish:
“Natural White”
Low sheen acrylic finish - Low VOC
paint coloured with Low VOC
tinters

CEILING

Exposed grid ceiling:
(Ensure appropriate fixtures and
locks are used in cyclone prone
areas)

STAFF ROOM
FLOOR

Modular carpet (carpet tiles) improve
acoustic performance of the space,
colour can be used to set an
atmosphere of the space and
differentiate the space from others.
High pile/ special backing can add
comfort and improve acoustic
performance.

WALL

Carpet Tile:

Paint Finish:
“Natural White”
Low sheen acrylic finish - Low VOC
paint coloured with Low VOC
tinters

CEILING

Exposed grid ceiling:
(Ensure appropriate fixtures and
locks are used in cyclone prone
areas)

STAFF KITCHENETTE
FLOOR

slip resistance to comply with AS45862013.
Note compliance of accelerated wear
slip testing to also comply with
requirements of AS4586-2013

Flexi Space
Design Principles
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WALL

Splashback to wet areas e.g. around
sink.

Paint finished water resistant
board
“Natural White”

Splashabck:
Metaline Splashbacks

Ceilings: Flat acrylic finish - Low
VOC paint coloured with Low VOC
tinters
CEILING

Exposed grid ceiling:
(Ensure appropriate fixtures and
locks are used in cyclone prone
areas)

COMMUNAL GATHERING SPACE
FLOOR

slip resistance to comply with AS4586- Vinyl:
2013.
FORBO
Note compliance of accelerated wear
Safety Vinyl
slip testing to also comply with
requirements of AS4586-2013
Rating: R12 / Wet Pendulum >
50Vinyl to cove up 100mm to
create skirting.

WALL

Concrete:
Broom finished concrete slab
Slip Rating: R11

Paint Finish:
“Natural White”
Low sheen acrylic finish - Low VOC
paint coloured with Low VOC
tinters

CEILING

Paint finish to water resistant
lining.
Ceiling White +PLUS
Kitchen&Bathroom (with
Mouldshield protection)
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PITCH ZONE / PRESENTATION SPACE
FLOOR

Modular carpet (carpet tiles) improve
acoustic performance of the space,
colour can be used to set an
atmosphere of the space and
differentiate the space from others.
High pile/ special backing can add
comfort and improve acoustic
performance.

WALL

Carpet Tile:

Carpet Tile:

Carpet Tile:

Paint Finish:

Writeable Walls:

Acoustic Pinnable Walls:

Suspended plywood, OSB or MDF
panels in a contrasting colour or
pattern:

Acoustic Ceiling Tiles:

“Natural White”
Low sheen acrylic finish - Low VOC
paint coloured with Low VOC
tinters

CEILING

Exposed grid ceiling:
(Ensure appropriate fixtures and
locks are used in cyclone prone
areas)

AC Interior Hoop Pine Plywood

Square Edge

Natural Strandboard panels OSB/3
Superfinish Eco FSC 100%
Selection and finish to be confirmed
to suit location and application.
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08-02 Furniture and Equipment Schedule Options

AREA

FURNITURE ITEM

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

GENERAL LEARNING / Student Chair
DIRECT LEARNING
Offer students

ergonomic comfort as
well as ease of mobility
to promote interaction
and active use of their
learning environment.

Study Desk

Finish: 13mm white compact laminate
on charcoal frame

Castor base allows
tables to be easily
movable to cater for
individual or group
study. Simple
rectangular shape of the
table top allows tables
to be assembled in a
variety of arrangements.

Dimensions: 1200 x 600 x 750H

Model: Smartable clique straight table with
whiteboard finish
Finish: Writeable top on charcoal base
Dimensions: 1200 x 600mm (height 520760mm)

Teacher’s table
Mobile and height
adjustable, teacher’s
station can be easily
moved to different spots
through the learning
area to promote more
personal interaction and
engagement with
students.

Model: Liftio height adj tabletop
Finish: White Laminate MR96

Model: Sit-to-Stand Lectern
Dimensions: 1300 X 800 X 700-1140H

Dimensions: 1500W x 900D x 700 1000H

Finish: White
Dimensions: 700X655mm (height 705mm995mm)

Teacher’s chair
Mobile, light &
ergonomic.

Flexi Space
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Finish: Anthracite
Finish: Black mesh with silver base
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Finish: Black
Dimensions: 700X655mm (height 705mm995mm)
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Pedestal

Finish: Black
Finish: Black

Dimensions: 600H X 390W X520D

Dimensions: 600H X 400W X500D

COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING /
MULTIPURPOSE
SPACE

Beanbags

Bean Bag Large

Bean Chair with beans

King Bean Bag

Movable and mouldable
to various positions and
body shapes to give
students control and
sense of ownership over
their space, offering
students additional
ways of inhabiting their
learning environment.

Finish: Mid Grey w/ Orange Trim

Finish: Warwick Lustrell Charisma
Cloud

Finish: Charcoal

Group Table

Discussion Table X-foot 4 star base
incl. braked duo-tone castors

Dimensions: 800X1000mm

Offers an informal group
setting, recommended
Finish: White laminate top on black
use with sofas or lounge base
seating to enhance level
Dimensions: 900DIA x 750H
of comfort.

High Table

S

High tables on castor
wheels can be easily
moved to cater for
individual and group
study - at a standing
height they offer
students an alternative
mode of learning.

Model: Mars High Turn Table (Flip &
store base)

Stools

Drafting Stool

To be used with high
tables to offer another
mode of learning.

Finish: Midnight

Finish: Charcoal
Dimensions: 1200W x 900D x
900mmH TBC

Dimensions: 530 - 730mmSH
Stackable: No

Flexi Space
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Dimensions: 500H X 850W X 850W

Dimensions: 1650 x 135mm

Finish: Whiteboard top

Model: Twist’n’Lock height adj. round table

Dimensions: 1000DIA x 750H

Finish: Writeable top with black frame
Dimensions: 1050DIA X 520 -760Hmm

Model: Liftio height adj tabletop
Finish: White Laminate MR96

Finish: Writeable top with charcoal frame

Dimensions: 1500W x 900D x 700 1000H

Dimensions: 1500W x 900D x 900mmH

Finish: black base and black
polyproylene shell

Finish: Polypropylene colour TBC

Dimensions: 580D x 580W x 770SH
Stackable: Yes
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2239

Dimensions: 525W x 530D x 665SH
Stackable: Yes
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Soft seating
Soft seating option for
Finish: TBC
informal gatherings,
Dimensions: 1200W x 720D x
creating a comfortable
830Hx450SH
and homely learning
setting. Recommend
seating options with
back support to increase
comfort. Can be pushed
together to form group
lounge setting or pulled
apart for individual
study.

Model: Blocks
Dimensions: 1300W x 560D x 780H x
450SH

Coffee Table
To be used in
combination with soft
seating, some can be
used as a seat.

Model: Link Side Table
Model: SOL - Break
Dimensions: 600DIA X 450H

Finish: Polypropylene colour

Finish: oak top with oak edge, black base

Dimensions: 500DIA x 450H

Dimensions: 500DIA x 380H

Pod Seating
Intent is to create an
intimate room setting
without building a
physical room - giving
students a safe and
comfortable retreat
within general learning
area so they are still
part of the group
environment but feel
safe, comfortable,
protected with a sense
of ownership and
belonging.

Flexi Space
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Dimensions: 1200W x 600D x 430mmSH
(senior size)

Dimensions: To suit room size
Model: 3000 2 seat lounge
Dimensions:

Dimensions: 2020W x 780D x 1240H x
435SH

Movable Screen

Sketch double-sided whiteboard

Booth with writeable screen

(Size and quantity of the Dimensions: 1000 X 1925 X 40mm
screens to be selected
by each facility based
on room layout and
visual / acoustic privacy
requirements)

Finish: Polypropylene colour TBC

Finish: TBC

Design Principles
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Dimensions: 1200W x 1991H
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COVERED OUTDOOR
LEARNING / CHILL
OUT

Stools/ side tables
Lightweight blocks to
allow students to form
groups or split up
individually.

Finish: Charcoal (C)

Finish: Charcoal Polyethylene

Finish: Black

Dimensions: 450HX450DIA

Dimensions: 450HX450DIA

Dimensions: 460X395DIAX450H

Stackable: No

Stackable: Yes

Lounge
Durable outdoor rated
lounge seating, parts
can be assembled in
various configurations
to suit space and cohort
requirements.

MEETING ROOM /
DUAL PURPOSE
INTERVIEW ROOM

Finish: 40mm faux grass
Finish: Grass (G) or Snow (S)
Dimensions: 2100X950X420H

Dimensions: Available in a number of parts
to create various configurations

Model: Boardroom table

Finish: White top on black powdercoat
base

Meeting Table
Model: Toko meeting table with
indesk power & data
Finish: White top on black
powdercoat base
Dimesions: made to suit room size
and cohort requirements

Meeting Chair

Flexi Space
Design Principles

Dimensions: Available in a number of
parts to create various configurations

Finish: White top on black powdercoat
base
Dimensions: made to suit room size
and cohort requirements

Dimesions: made to suit room size and
cohort requirements

PantoFlex PF w/ Glides

: E-Chair Sled Base

Finish: Wasabi (Green)

Finish: Charcoal

Finish: Charcoal

Dimensions: seat 400-550mmSH

Dimensions: 520 W x 410 D x
460mmSH

Dimensions: 490 x 540 x 460mmSH
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COMMUNAL
KITCHENETTE

Stools
Dimensions: 320W X 650mm seat
height

Finish: Powdercoat AZ(100), VE (100) ,
GI (100) or GA (Nolita)
Dimensions: 495W X 460Dx650mmSH
Stackable: Yes

ICT / TECHNOLOGY
STORE

Work bench

Finish: Polypropylene (GA)
Dimensions: 470W X 475Dx660mmSH
Stackable: Yes

By builder.
Size to suit room layout and
facility requirements.

Task Chairs

low back without armrest

castor base

Task Chair, no arms

Finish: Black mesh with silver base

Finish: Anthracite

Finish: Black
Dimensions: 700X655mm (height 705mm995mm)

STAFF ROOM

Flexi Space
Design Principles

Storage

Shelving and work bench to suit
room size and operational
requirements

Workstation

workstation system

Workstation

Workstation

“Sit to Stand” desks are
recommended (height
adjustable) to offer staff
an ergonomic and
adaptable work setting.

Finish: White top on black
powdercoat frame

Finish: White top on black powdercoat
frame

Dimesions: To suit staff
requirements and room size
(Minimum 1500W x 750D x 720H)

Dimesions: To suit staff requirements
and room size (Minimum 1500W x
750D x 720H)

Finish: White top on black powdercoat
frame

Design Principles
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Pedestal

Mobile 3 drawer
Finish: Black
Dimensions: 600H X 400W X500D

Finish: Black
Dimensions: 600H X 390W X520D

Task chairs

low back without armrest

3D castor base

Folio Task Chair, no arms

Finish: Black mesh with silver base

Finish: Anthracite

Finish: Black
Dimensions: 700X655mm (height 705mm995mm)

INDEPENDENT STUDY
/ COMPUTER DESKS

COMMUNAL
GATHERING SPACE

Chairs

Task Chair w/ Height Adjust

Glides

Sled Base

Offer students
ergonomic comfort as
well as ease of mobility
to promote interaction
and active use of their
learning environment.

Finish: Wasabi (Green)

Finish: Charcoal

Finish: Charcoal

Dimensions: seat 400-550mmSH

Dimensions: 520 W x 410 D x
460mmSH

Dimensions: 490 x 540 x 460mmSH

Desk - fixed computer
bench

By builder

Dining Table
Long communal dining
table to offer students
and staff a common
area that feels homely
and inclusive.

Table (suitable for outdoor use)
Dimensions: 1800 x 850 x 750 H

Finish: Saniboard for outdoor use or
Solid Oak for indoor on black
powdecoat frame.

Finish: Teak slat top on stainless steel frame
Dimensions: 2400x900x750H

Dimensions: 900 x 1800 x 725H or 900
x 2400 x 725H (size to suit space and
cohort requirements)

Bench Seat

Flexi Space
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Finish: Saniboard for outdoor use or
Solid Oak for indoor on black
powdecoat frame.

Model: 3 Seat Bench outdoor WBB3X

Dimensions: 1600 x 420 x 450H (size
to suit space and cohort
requirements)

Dimensions: 320D X 1200W X 450mm seat
height
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Chairs
Finish: Polypropylene (VE)
Dimensions: 510W X 530D X
460mmSH

Social Plus Sofa

2.5 Seater sofa

Finish: Westbury Nassau Midnight

Finish: upholstery on black
powdercoat base

Finish: upholstery on steel frame base.

Flexi Space
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Dimensions: Available in various
dimensions and parts to create
various configurations.

Side Table

Side Table

Finish: oak top with oak edge,
black base

Finish: Charcoal base with white
compact top

Beanbags
Bean Bag Large
PITCH ZONE /
PRESENTATION SPACE Movable and mouldable Finish: Mid Grey w/ Orange Trim

Tiered platform seating

Dimensions: 530W X 550D X 460mmSH

Finish: Grey, turquoise or green.

Modular (suitable for outdoor use)

Dimensions: 500DIA x 380H

to various positions and
body shapes to give
students control and
sense of ownership over
their space, offering
students additional
ways of inhabiting their
learning environment.

Dimensions: 510 x 520 x 800 H (450
Seat)

Stacking: Yes

Dimensions: Available in various
dimensions and parts to create
various configurations.

Coffee table

outdoor chair

Stacking: Yes

Stacking: Yes

Lounge Seating

Finish: Picton Green with Ash seat
pad

Dimensions: 800X1000mm

Dimensions: Available in various
dimensions and parts to create various
configurations.

Dimensions: 700DX740WX460H

Bean Chair with beans

King Bean Bag

Finish: Warwick Lustrell Charisma
Cloud

Finish: Charcoal

Dimensions: 500H X 850W X 850W

Dimensions: 1650 x 135mm

By Builder
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08-03 Furniture and Equipment Schedule Options continued.

LANDSCAPED ENTRY

Bench seat

Outdoor Ottoman
Dimensions: various configurations
and sizes available to suit spatial
requirements.

Stools / side tables

STUDENT LOCKERS

Placement in an open
and accessible location

Dimensions: various configurations
and sizes available to suit spatial
requirements.

Dimensions: various configurations and
sizes available to suit spatial requirements.

Finish: Charcoal (C)

Finish: Charcoal Polyethylene

Finish: Black

Dimensions: 450HX450DIA

Dimensions: 450HX450DIA

Dimensions: 460X395DIAX450H

Stackable: No

Stackable: Yes

Dimensions: various sizes available

Dimensions: various sizes available

3 tier education bag rack (suitable for
outdoor classrooms)
Finish: Hardwood slats on black
powdercoat frame
Dimensions: To suit cohort/ facility size /
location
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External Material Selections

Caulfield Grammar Wheelers Avenue

Direct Entry with outdoor seating area
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External Signage / Entry signage
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Precedent Images

St Francis Xavier College

Brighton Secondary College
Group Learning in a Class Setting

Independent and Small Group Learning Settings

Flexi Space
Design Principles

Camberwell High School Innovation Centre

Brighton Secondary College

Direct Instruction | Investigate

Collaborative Learning Common Large Group Setting with locker facilities
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9-00 Precedent Images

Camberwell High School Innovation Centre
Collaborative Learning Large Group Setting

St Francis Xavier College
Collaborative Learning Common Group Work and Presentation

Brighton Secondary College
Smaller Spaces for Groups of 2-4 and Individuals

Flexi Space
Design Principles

St Francis Xavier College
Small booths for group discussion and presentation
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9-00 Precedent Images

Caulfield Grammar outdoor learning space
Outdoor Informal and Structured learning environments

St Columba’s Learning Courtyard
Outdoor Informal and Structured learning environments

St Columba’s College Sophia Library
Outdoor Breakout Spaces

Collaborative learning / pitch space
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Case Study 1 - Refurbishment

10-01 Glenmore State High School (concept design proposal)

SETTINGS (in order of priority):

DEMOLITION PLAN

SINK

DN

1.

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING / MULTI PURPOSE

2.

COVERED OUTDOOR LEARNING / CHILL OUT ZONE

3.

COMMUNAL KITCHENETTE

4.

INDEPENDENT STUDY / COMPUTER DESKS

?

5. GENERAL LEARNING / INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SPACE
6.

LANDSCAPED ENTRY

7.

COMMUNAL LOUNGE / GATHERING SPACE

8. INTEGRATED ENTRY FROM MAIN SCHOOL FACILITIES

Glenmore SHS
Option 2

9.

PITCH ZONE / PRESENTATION SPACE

10. MEETING ROOM / DUAL PURPOSE ROOM
11. AMENITIES / PWD
12. ICT / STORE

PROPOSED PLAN

13. STAFF ROOM
Pinboard

New Paint to Exisiting Walls,
Potential Mural by Students

Pinboad / Whiteboard
Over Some Windows
(Infill Panel)

Mobile Table Settings
for 15 - 18 Students

Stand Up
Computer Stations

14. SHOWER FACILITIES

DN

2*

15. SEPARATE ENTRANCE FROM SCHOOL
16. LAUNDRY

Informal Lounge

Secondary Entry

Kitchenette with
Storage Below

8

Pin Board / Magazine
Rack Along Wall

Essential Facility

7

3

9

Ottoman

Informal Lounge setting + Rugs

5

Desirable Facility

4

Tailored Facility

Pinboard / Whiteboard Wall

1

Bar Height Communal Table

Beanbags
PROJECT
NAME

DRAWING TITLE

GLENMORE
SHS FLEXI
Cnr
Bruce Highway
and SPACE
Farm
PROJECT
Street ADDRESS
Rockhampton
North
Entry Portal
to Qld
Define
4701, Bruce Hwy, Norman
Transition
Gardens
QLD 4701into FlexiSpace
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DRAWN BY

Author

CHECKED
SCALE

Checker

PROJECT NO

1 : 50@ A1

DATE PRINTED
0

1

2

3

5

Flexi Space
Design Principles

DWG NO

A17.04

Victoria Australia 3006
Existing
Beam
T 03 9699 3644
F 03 9699Over
3708

STATUS

7

REV

12

Potential Location of Window Seats to
Existing Column
Underside of Window
Sill

Modular Amphitheatre
Seating on Lockable
Castors

Design Principles
Feb 2019

Hayball Pty Ltd
4/ 135 Sturt Street Southbank

REV

SKETCH
PRELIMINARY
CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN ISSUE
TENDER
TOWN
PLANNING
ISSUE

m

Extent of Possible Openings
to be Determined Pending
Structural Advice

2239.01

DATE

7

DESCRIPTION

7

www.hayball.com.au

2*

NSW Nominated Architects:
Tom Jordan 7521,
Richard Leonard 7522,
David Tordoff 8028,
ABN 84 006 394 261

Builders/Contractors shall verify job dimensions before any job commences. Figured dimensions shall take precedence over scaled work. Work shall also conform to the
specification, other drawings and job dimensions. All shop drawings shall be submitted to the Architect/Consultant and manufacture shall not commence prior to the return of
inspected shop drawings signed by the Architect/Consultant. © Copyright 2008 All rights reserved

This Case Study is on the second floor and has a
proposed covered outdoor learning / chill out zone on
the ground floor

Note:

Existing
Column

Pinboad Over Some Windows

Raised Platform
Covered in Green
Carpet or
Synthetic Grass

Project No
2239

Recessed Seat / Daybed

Review of site wide facilities highlighted existing
rooms which are in close proximity to the
proposed FlexiSpace learning environment, and
can be used as a shared resource, negating the
need for a new build of this room type.
Hayball

C

10-02 Glenmore State High School (Landscape concept design proposal)

This Landscape concept design provides an outline of proposed outdoor learning / chill out
zones that will help compliment the functionality of the FlexiSpace learning environment.
These works plan to be undertaken independently of the FlexiSpace refurbishment and can
utilise active community and user group participation in creating the tailored landscape to
suit the student cohort needs. Planting selections are indicative only and to be used as a
guide.

SK1

O2 Landscape Architecture
11 May 2018

DET Glenmore - Landscape Concept
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10-03 Glenmore State High School (Indicative plant selections for outdoor learning space)

TREE SPECIES PALETTE

FEATURE SPECIES PALETTE

CRINUM pedunculatum

HARPULLIA pendula
H: 6-8m | W: 6-10m

CLIMBER SPECIES PALETTE

DORYANTHES excelsa

HOYA australis

XANTHORRHOEA
johnsonii

PANDOREA pandorana

WATERHOUSIA floribunda
H: 15-20m | W: 6-8m

UNDERSTOREY SPECIES PALETTE

CALLISTEMON
‘Green John’

CAREX appressa

LOMANDRA ‘Crackerjack’ LOMANDRA ‘Tilga’

GLENMORE SHS
FLEXISPACE

Design Principles
Feb 2019

CASURINA ‘Cousin It’

MYOPORUM parvifolium

PHYLLANTHUS
multiflorus

FICINIA nodosa

Landscape Concept

CLIENT: DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION AND
TRAINING

PRELIMINARY PLANT
SPECIES PALETTE

CNR BRUCE HIGHWAY & FARM
STREET, KAWANA, QLD 4701
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CARPOBROTUS
glaucesens

Project No
2239

JUNCUS ‘Spiralis’

DATE: 11/05/2018

377-SD300 A
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Case Study 2 - Refurbishment
Mabel Park Refurbishment (concept design proposal)

DEMOLITION PLAN

SETTINGS (in order of priority):
1.

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING / MULTI PURPOSE

2.

COVERED OUTDOOR LEARNING / CHILL OUT ZONE

3.

COMMUNAL KITCHENETTE

4.

INDEPENDENT STUDY / COMPUTER DESKS

5. GENERAL LEARNING / INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SPACE

Mabel Park SHS
Option 1

6.

LANDSCAPED ENTRY

7.

COMMUNAL LOUNGE / GATHERING SPACE

8. INTEGRATED ENTRY FROM MAIN SCHOOL FACILITIES
9.

PROPOSED PLAN

PITCH ZONE / PRESENTATION SPACE

10. MEETING ROOM / DUAL PURPOSE ROOM
“Cosy” Space covered in
Green Carpet or Synthetic
Grass

Private Meeting Rooms with
Dual Entry and Exit

Bookcase

Relocatable
Tables and Chairs

Entry into Learning
Space

Stand Up
Computer Stations

11. AMENITIES / PWD
12. ICT / STORE
13. STAFF ROOM

8

7

10

7

10

10

Existing Column
Ottoman

14. SHOWER FACILITIES

Informal Lounge Setting

15. SEPARATE ENTRANCE FROM SCHOOL

1

5

16. LAUNDRY

Existing Tap to Service garden
Green Outdoor area Covered
by Poly-carbon Roofing

4

12

Communal Table
Large Pot Plants and
Greenery

2

Raised Garden Bed w
Planted Vegetable and Herb
Garden
Rev

Date

Rev

Description

Date

3

SCALE

1 : 50@B1

8

N

6

Description

9

7

13

Presentation Space with High
Wall on back of Modular
Amphitheatre

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

Hayball Pty Ltd
4/135 Sturt Street Southbank
Victoria Australia 3006
T 03 9699 3644
F 03 9699 3708
www.hayball.com.au

NSW Nominated Architects:
Tom Jordan 7521,
Richard Leonard 7522,
David Tordoff 8028,
ABN 84 006 394 261

Builders/Contractors shall verify job dimensions before any job commences. Figured dimensions shall take
precedence over scaled work. Work shall also conform to the specification, other drawings and job
dimensions. All shop drawings shall be submitted to the Architect/Consultant and manufacture shall not
commence prior to the return of inspected shop drawings signed by the Architect/Consultant. © Copyright
2008 All rights reserved

Landscape to be Defined by
Landscape Architect

Flexi Space
Design Principles

FlexiSpace
Mabel Park SHS

Reception for FlexiSpace Uniform Shop

Recessed Bench
Built in Wall
through Circulation Reading Nook

Design Principles
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Stool Tables & Chairs

Kitchenette re- appropriated
existing Plumbing Services w
Storage below

Desirable Facility

Entry through Existing
Doorway

Tailored Facility

PROJECT NAME

Mabel Park SHS
72-116 Paradise Rd, Slacks Creek QLD
DRAWING TITLE

STATUS

CONSTRUCTION
ISSUE
PRELIMINARY
ISSUE
SKETCH
DESIGN
TOWN
PLANNING

Essential Facility

Bar Height Solid Communal Tapered Decking
Table Through Window
Threshold.

Project No
2239

FlexiSpace _ Design
Principals

Note:

DATE PRINTED 18/05/2018 12:45:16 PM
PROJECT NUMBER

2239

DRAWING NUMBER

REVISION

A17.04

Review of site wide facilities highlighted existing
rooms which are in close proximity to the
proposed FlexiSpace learning environment, and
can be used as a shared resource, negating the
need for a new build of this room type.

Hayball
Hayball
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11-02 Mabel Park Refurbishment (Landscape concept design proposal)

This Landscape concept design provides an outline of proposed future outdoor learning / chill out zones that will
help compliment the functionality of the FlexiSpace learning environment. Consultation with the site Groundsmen
has enabled the development of a design proposal that can readily be accommodated through the future and
landscape works with the school. These works plan to be undertaken independently of the FlexiSpace
refurbishment and can utilise active community and user group participation in creating the tailored landscape to
suit the student cohort needs.

SK1
Flexi Space
Design Principles

DET Mabel Pk - Landscape Concept
Design Principles
Feb 2019

O2 Landscape Architecture
11 May 2018
Project No
2239
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11-03 Mabel Park Refurbishment (Indicative Plant selections for Outdoor learning space)

TREE SPECIES PALETTE

FEATURE SPEICES PALETTE

CORDYLINE fruticosa
‘Negra’

TRISTANIOPSIS ‘Luscious’
H: 5-20m | W: 4-8m

CRINUM pedunculatum

DORYANTHES excelsa

FLINDERSIA schottiana
H: 8-12m | W: 6-8m

UNDERSTOREY SPECIES PALETTE

MABEL PARK SHS
FLEXISPACE

AUSTROMYRTUS dulcis

CALLISTEMON ‘Better
John’

CALLISTEMON ‘Great
Balls of Fire’

HYMENOCALLIS
speciosa

LOMANDRA ‘Tilga’

MYOPORUM ellipticum

Landscape Concept

CLIENT: DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION AND
TRAINING

PRELIMINARY PLANT
SPECIES PALETTE

72-116 PARADISE ROAD, SLACKS
CREEK, QLD 4127
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CAREX appressa
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DIETES grandiflora

DATE: 11/05/2018

376-SD300 A
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Room Data Sheets

The following Room Data sheets are developed from the Department of Education standards, and have been adjusted to suit the possible alternative room types and configurations for the
FlexiSpace facilities. These guideline data sheets are current as at June 2018 and should be used for reference only. Please refer to your Department of Education Project Co-ordinator or
Infrastructure Manager for issue of current Room Data sheets which can then be adjusted to suit your FlexiSpace needs
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Collaborative Partners and Stakeholder Engagement

The following Specialists have been consulted during the development of these Design Principles. The collective experience, knowledge and guidance of these specialists has been instrumental
informing the Design approach. Their experience is across a multitude of sectors ranging from Specialist Educators, Researchers, Managers, Design Specialists, Indigenous Health Specialists,
Environmental Psychologists, Principals and Teachers, Landscape Architects and Building Services / Sustainable Engineering.

PERSON

ROLE

SCHOOL / BUSINESS

Joanne Brennan

Principal

Centenary Heights State High / Toowoomba Flexi School

Libi Coyer

Director

Eagleby Learning College

Kristie De Brenni

Associate Principal

Qld Pathways College

Kerri Dunn

Principal

Burnside State High School

Deborah Stewart

Principal

Maleny State High School

Daryl Early

Principal

Nanango State High School

Prof. Martin Mills

Academic expert

Peter Lippman

Academic Expert

Dr Glenda McGregor

Academic expert

Professor Paul Memmott

Academic Expert

University of Queensland
Head of School of Education
Environmental Psychologist / Architect and Education specialist
Griffith University
Deputy Head of School of Education
Professor – School of Architecture,& Professor for the Institute of Social Science
Research

Laura Corr-Clements

Department of Education Services Team Leader

South East Region

Michael Hornby

Principal Mabel Park SHS

South East Region

Catherine Webb

Director

Central Qld Region

Mathew Newell

Principal Glenmore State High School

Central Qld Region

Prof kitty Te Riele

Academic expert

Victoria University

Dr Julia Atkin

Academic expert

Teaching for effective learning

Dr Ben Cleveland

Academic Expert

Engaging Spaces
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13-00 Collaborative Partners and Stakeholder Engagement

Sandi Taylor

Indigenous Expert

Specialist consultant

Michael Mossman

Indigenous Architect

Academic researcher and lecturer
Specialist in spirituality / cultural heritage and building environment

Julie Arthur

School Teacher

Specialist with male indigenous youth training.

Laura Corr-Clements

DET Education Services Team Leader

DET Education Services Team Leader

Mark Campling

DET Regional Director (Metro)

Department of Education

Tracy Corsbie

DET regional Director (North Coast)

Department of Education

Leanne Wright

DET Regional Director (Darling Downs South West)

Department of Education

John Norfolk

DET regional Director (South East)

Department of Education

Margaret Gurney

DET Regional Director (Far North Queensland)

Department of Education

Kim Fredericks

DET Regional Director (Central Queensland)

Department of Education

Peter Kelly

DET Regional Director (North Queensland)

Natalie Carrigan

Director State Schools Performance

Danielle McAllister

Executive Director -State Schools operations

Tian Song

Qld State Director -Mechanical Engineering

JHA Engineers

Tim Prideaux

Director -Electrical and Building Services Engineering

JHA Engineers

Nader Ibrahim

Director Landscape Architect

O2LA
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